Books leave gestures in the body; a certain way of moving, of turning, a certain closing of the eyes, a way of leaving, hesitations. Books leave certain
sounds, a certain pacing; mostly they leave the elusive, which is all the story.
They leave much more than the words. Words can be thrown together. It it
their order and when they catch you--their time.

Hey you listeners, stop what you’re doin’ and
Set it in motion, it’s the next movement
You listeners, stop what you’re doin’ and
Set it in motion, it’s the next movement

Flyleaf: text from “The Next Movement” by The Roots, DJ Jazzy
Jeff, and Jazzyfatnastees,
& Dionne Brand, A Map to the Door of No Return: Notes to Belonging
Image: stratographic, by Blair Johnson and Luke Williams
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EDITOR’S NOTE
*For this volume’s editor’s note, we decided to capture our moving conversation over time through a Google doc we shared between New York and
California. We are including our freewriting and notes—the moments
when we slowed down to think through and / or return to the works, or
when we sped up out of excitement or time constraints.*
Dana: Thinking about movement in general leads me to physicality and playing, even order or discipline, maybe because of
my background as an athlete / dancer, my involvement with protests and marches, and my strong curiosity and/or fascination
with music and sound. I find myself thinking about how one
moves their body as well as bodies moving “on their own,” i.e.
heartbeats and “unintentional” breaths. How the brain, a moving part of the body, sends impulses to scratch backs or open
mailboxes or run to the end of the street or catch a plate that
slipped from the dish rack. Also speaking/speech, hearing, reading, watching, and thinking itself are forms of bodily movement,
and how one can always be moved by such actions (kind of like
a “double-movement,” considering theory and praxis). In addition, I think about how people, often those who are marginalized, have to move and navigate in alternative ways than what is
“standard”—they subvert certain movements to generate more
types or understandings of them. The ability(s) or privilege(s)
to move, or how to move “well.” The inability to move as one
pleases can be easily understood during the time of COVID-19,
but many have experienced this feeling hundreds of years prior
due to societal restrictions based on made-up rules, fueled by
ableism, classism, homophobia, racism, sexism, transphobia and
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so on. Movements are moments, both fleeting and “permanent,”
depending on their own dynamism and momentum. Force is
movement to me, which I know may be debated in philosophical
and scientific circles. One “pulls” in movements as well as being
pulled by them, they are a force one both creates and is created
by, if that makes sense. Trying not to bring physics too much into
it, but it must be acknowledged.
Zack: One of the great things about discussing movement,
which I think your observations really make clear, is that the
word “movement” is itself in movement. It is so ready and willing
to cut across disciplines and modes of life, which, as you point
out, shouldn’t surprise us given how close we always already are
to movement (our bodies are always moving; it is because they
move that we are alive). Even still, movement isn’t precisely universal either: as you point out, not everyone moves in the same
way. Indeed, since certain ways of moving through the spaces we
inhabit are privileged and normalized while others are violently
othered, to move at all, for many of us, requires that we demand
our right to exist, to define our movement on our own terms.
Among the many valences of the term that we had in mind when
we chose the theme, it seems to me that movement as ‘political movement’ resonates the most in this moment. I am wary
of calls for poetry in times of political exigency, if only because
I think it is so important for poets to be actively involved in
political organizing and activism. Publishing this in the same
moment that Black Lives Matter protests are making such incredibly important and inspiring stands against police brutality
and institutionalized racism, I feel unsure at moments whether I
ought to be devoting so much energy to this. But the wonderful
pieces that we received serve as an important reminder for me of
the possibilities of poetry. This is not an either/or situation; we
can be both poets and activists. Poets must be actively involved
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in the political sphere: poetry alone is never enough, but it can
make a great complement to engaged protest. A poem moves. It
is language in motion: it moves through the one who writes it,
through me as I read it, and in its movement it shows what is
possible, how the world is and how it might be. In its movement,
it is communal, and thus it is (or can be) the grounds for solidarity, the initial impact that sets us in motion, gives us the hope &
strength to go on.
D: I couldn’t agree more! I love how movement calls attention
to origin (or lack thereof) as well as present and future orientations, arrangements, choreographies, etc. It finds its way into a
collective understanding of humanity, even at times when one
feels alone moving through their experiences and thoughts. The
works in this issue definitely contemplate its presence and its
many, dare I say it, shape-shifting abilities. Nathan Alexander
Moore’s “An Elegy for Unsaid Things” comes to mind, dwelling in
the infinitive “to be moved” and “being moved”—one can easily
spiral down fascinating linguistic histories of each word and the
phrases through this work’s conduit of meanings. People in my
life have described this feeling in connection to art—that it really reaches down and lifts them / brings them into a present state.
Even “re-moved.” Moore asks readers questions that can only be
answered with a sometimes “unsaid proof ” of experience, where
one doesn’t necessarily have an audience and history becomes a
sort of returning speech act where one has to reason with / tell
people over and over again “yes, this IS happening but it has happened,” and give more attention to our durations of life, not its
products / results: “What does it mean to be moved? / To run from
the present? / To move toward uncharted geography? / To pack your
life into parts…To close your eyes & wander into the empty spaces
behind them? / To walk inside your own skull, / Discovering miracles
no man or Messiah could fashion? / To sheath yourself in the finer-
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ies of your own fascinations? / To build worlds from / The pulse of
gray matter & / The spark of nerves? / To consider this some type
of somatic sorcery?” [emphasis mine] “Somatic sorcery” lingers for
me as I return to this work again—a promise to be moved by
being moved, ad finitum and so forth...
Z: That phrase strikes me as well--in its alliterative play, it seems
to mirror the magic of the bodies that it describes. And I find
myself moved by the way that Moore’s poems question the very
meaning of movement. To move from home, as something physical, is perhaps not so different from being moved by a poem, or
a person, or even into yourself, into “your own skull.” Whether
physical or mental, movement is always somatic and embodied;
and yet it is also always sorcerous, always possessing some kind
of magic beyond our comprehension. Why do we move? Who
moves us? One might even say that the universe is just bodies in
motion, so long as we heed Moore’s reminder of movement’s expanded definition and provenance. That blend of philosophical
and personal consideration is also at work in Aimée Lê’s poems,
which take on an explicitly phenomenological consideration of
experience. She wonders “why the houses have never looked
like that before, why do they only begin to look like that when
I am with you for the first time?” The movement and shifting
perspectives of the perceiver, affected not only by one’s physical
location but also by their emotional movement (the being psychically moved by another person to another location, to seeing
things another way), changes what is--at least insofar as what is
appears to us in experience. Lê’s paratactic prose pieces capture
this movement, the influx of many experiences and the record of
individual shifts in attention. Between the differing speeds with
which I read her various pieces (especially the shifts that take
place between prose and lineated writing), Lê’s writing is moving
at the same moment that it stages the question of movement. I
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feel that I am moved, physically, at varying speeds through the
movements of individual experience and thus, in some sense, it
is a movement which must also be collective. I wonder whether
movement, in writing, isn’t always somehow a contract, or promise, between reader and writer.
D: You wondering / wandering movement as a contract and/
or promise is necessary when considering the affect or effects
of movement. Whether in the moving or doing of something,
one plants promises / contracts for someone or some group to
nurture or pull from the roots, to keep everything moving. One
plants without fully being aware of or possibly understanding the
seeds, but one acquires them from ancestors and instinctively,
with some needed guidance, knows what to do. A slight move
from tradition, I’d align this with accountable and aware sampling, reframing, remixing while also creating fresh movements.
Lê’s work, which resonates for me a simultaneous embrace and
suspicion of “direction” as we understand it, curates her memory visuals with physically present visuals while moving and blurs
their distinctions within reality. “My tongue memorizes the
scene”—emphasizing, mixing and / or switching senses to describe the bodily consumption or “tasting” of information. Also,
how the tongue moves through languages to express and / or embody said memorizing. Lê heightens my awareness that thought
is a type of movement, and one develops capacities from experience to think through their body, to notice, and what that noticing influences. The work moves readers through ruminations
of whys and what ifs, analyzing things missed out on and things
not missed: “We have to consider—that the planet is a colony
now.” In an alternative way, Julianne Neely’s “Miracle” investigates the mystery of how one moves and its linguistic affect / effects, calling attention to bodies’ magical inner workings through
carefully sampled scientific meditations. How does one explain
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this “un-rooted” movement in language, in thought? Neely magnifies the unfamiliar—terms like “metatarsophalangeal” and “circumduction”—to bring readers to points of familiarity, like joints
and “hinge,” explicitly through bodily labels / verbs and through
coupletted lines. “Joints allow the quick.” In focusing on joints,
I move a bit closer to how / why one moves, what allows one to
move—places of intersection and coming together. Moving along
together, Neely notes “being moved stays relatively stationary,”
which ties in a paradoxical motion of moving groundedness. A
potential metaphor for community, a larger body: “Movement is
in relation to produce body…”
Z: And, in that way, Neely captures movement as something that
takes place within the body and, at the same time, something
which is registered in language. Scientific discourses of the body
(which Neely moves from scientific journals to poetic discourse)
make the body present to us as a set of languaged scientific concepts. In language, science renders the material of the body visible to us and, under the sign of poetry, Neely re-presents that
language to us: making that language itself, the process of coming to see, visible to us (we see ourselves seeing our own bodies).
Tracie Morris’ essay in this volume reflects upon this connection between language and body in an explicit way. When we
are moved, we feel it in our body; indeed, this feeling, Morris
argues, is tied in an essential way to the prosody of language. The
inhalation and exhalation of vowel sounds captures the ecstatic introjection and projection often associated with sublime or
religious experience. Through the breath in assonance and the
punctuated heartbeat of consonance, Morris ties seemingly unembodied experience back to its source in language and its expression through the movements of the body. I have always been
interested in the way that a poem moves: not only in the way
that it touches me, but also in the way that it affects my body--
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the way that it tightens and expands, pulls me up and then drops
me down, etc. To consider that movement as explicitly tied to
the movements of my body bringing the poem’s words to voice
is amazing to me. In relation to our discussion earlier about the
communal nature of movement, Morris seems to suggest that
each reading is a performance (or re-performance) of a poem, a
movement shared between a community of readers and writers.
D: As you’ve addressed, language as well as poetry operates as
a performance that sets off future performances / iterations /
movements, creating space for community-based art making, as
well as art appreciation / honoring / joy-ing. Savoring words. The
importance of reciting and vocalizing works in the presence of
ourselves as well as others. Poetry as a potential form and / or
reimagining of Austin’s speech act (a doing)—one of the roots
of performance studies. Morris’s attention to shared locations (or
even locutions) in bodies that are being moved—where the sites of
movement through language enact meaningful bodily releases of
sound, of excitement, of joy, of sorrow, of confusion, and so on.
In terms of “moved-ness” Morris writes: “Depending what the
motivator is, we can feel this in a few places in the body. What
fascinates me about this ability to locate feeling is that it is one
of the few things that can be seen as true in the aggregate of
community, beyond individuality.” Memory and trauma living /
“being-located” within different places in bodies, as well as water
having a memory (we are made up mostly of water), connects us
more than we may realize, and Morris’s analysis of being moved
brought me to this point. Also, the focus on breath and how it
propels repetitions of openness in all facets of life is poignant at
this repetition of social unrest in the fight to nourish and protect
Black lives. There is danger and serious implications of uttering
“I can’t breathe”—an acknowledgement of disconnection and
being forced to be closed / folded in on oneself. An “aha” mo-
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ment, indeed, or an “aha” movement. Morris’s explanation of the
phrase “aha” being moved from bodies and then reactivating its
enlightened effect through its vocalizing is fascinating, and reminds me that bodily sounds and orality itself are interconnected
and vital for our daily doings of who we are and were. Cycles
of movement without “known,” but rather felt origins reminds
me of Neely’s work with how the body moves itself—it’s not so
much that it has to make sense as much as it makes sense, literally. Tranchino’s work, inspired by Cecilia Vicuña, additionally
channels one of languages’ “doings”—weaving— bringing forth
a moving physicality that is ever present in thought and sitting
bodies researching / writing, as scholar Susan Leigh Foster notes
(bodies researching are also moving bodies). Its labor can be seen
and most importantly felt—“A word, would be cloth, her hands,
innumerable hands, felt what had been.” There is a tactile quality
to words. I experience poetry as texturizing language as well as
language already having its cultural textures. What are we moved
to do with our materials?
Z: Right, and those materials, for Tranchino, become an object
that collects and lays bare the labor that constructed it: what is
not measurable “goes between the stitches.” A text(ile) is woven
by the hands that work it: word and world are woven together in
the relationships between workers and materials. Even as capital
attempts to hide that labor, the traces remain—Tranchino works
poetically to body forth that non-site/sight. I think that Will Alexander has a similar idea in mind with his ‘vibrational diary,’
which both records the vibrational buzz of ecstatic experience at
the moment of composition and re-performs that ecstatic movement in the reader. Indeed, as I read, I am struck by phrases like
“a bodiless gourmand freely sampling flesh from burning figs,” or
“a combustive perplexity capable of alchemical ascent endemic
with spirals,” which have such incredible sonic textures. The re-
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lationship between Alexander and his linguistic material is rich
and alive at every moment. Throughout the piece, Alexander’s
recurring preoccupation with light in an eschatological, superabundant sense, with the vastitude of the body and with the excess of the self, establishes and performs what he terms ‘athletic
crystallography.’ That aural movement enacted in me as a reader
by the sounds of Alexander’s language precisely is what its content names: the quest for consciousness or enlightenment which
is only achieved in excess, when sense and reason are overcome
in favor of a self-investigation of the body (in its most expanded,
cosmic sense).
D: Yes, I also love the emphasis on the excess of self. Movements are both bodies as well as extensions of bodies—bodies
spilling over and emanating like light. “By feeling the cosmos as
such a magnetic purity transpires and translated in Español to
word luz, light. Not a vile or eclectic mirror but a summoning
through impalpable prisms prior to continental terrain and it’s
agglutinations prior to human aggregation. Not simply somatic
intermingling with currents arising from mystical blue but vibrational arrangement empowered by spontaneity.” Vibrations can often move people through a frequency even below their depths,
and keep them on their toes in an improvisational matter. They
are experience, more viscerally. Vibrations give me the chills in a
way that I want. I’m also fascinated by crystals as moving solids
/ solids moving, and how crystallography connects the acts of
reading / writing. Alexander’s vibrational diary calls for one to
mood in the moment, not so much to focus on daily “commitments” to society—“The body as we know it is understood to
be transitional in character…” My experience while reading illuminates the skills involved in establishing a mood while also letting oneself wander through the pathways of that mood. Edwin
Torres also emphasizes vibration in three poems, taking readers
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on a tour of potentiality regarding what emotions / perspectives
to consider in a work, and how do they sensorily manifest or
move. “...what is it about interruption, that negates closure or
is interruption isolation — disguised as perception — the fear
you see, the one you consume a neural reality, that knows to arrive before we do — and now, the measure of something familiar inserted here, in this writing, to give us — both, me
the writer and you the reader, something to count on to hold
onto, during times of upheaval.” This planned interruption of
thought, or rather of concern, led me to ask: How can writing
break the “fourth wall” more than it already does? Torres investigates this intensely, where readers could keep going with any
of the contemplations that Torres provides. Measure takes place
when / where Torres questions and “and nows,” and often I find
myself trying to answer the questions with more questions—a
conversation that is about sounding out thoughts as a response
without the heaviness and uncertainty of answers. The choreopoem “What Haven’t We Said,” brings to mind dance works that
focus on what bodies don’t always “remember” but just do, like
breathing or the motions of taking a shower (i.e. Ultima Vez
dance company), and makes these actions, such as thinking, alive
with / without intent. People are always thinking, but when do
they hone in and notice their thoughts? How does one notate
their thoughts, just a type of tracking, free of analysis? Moving
the body brings thinking into fresh focus, moving the body is
thinking, especially dancing. Dance, in multiple ways, expresses
intensity in thought as well as “letting loose” / “letting go” and
moving what one feels in the moment. Improvisation operates
as planned spontaneity. Thinking, also language, this conversation. Ntozake Shange understood this well. The performance of
dancers moving in cycle or simultaneously establishes movement
for each reader, as one can imagine which fragments they could
hear alone or at once. The audience / reader does the aural / oral
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weaving. The “clashes” of language, of movement, aren’t clashes at all, but merges, extensions. Miracles. Extending the mind
is extending the body—there is no differentiation. In addition,
Torres at the end moves readers to places in the body that are
holed, folded, turned over, hidden, and some gather moisture.
This conclusion brings a heightened awareness for them to recognize their own bodies and experience the parts of themselves
that aren’t necessarily visible but once again felt.
Z: Yes! The movement of bodies is miraculous (as Neely shows
us at a scientific level). And miracles, etymologically tied to
‘wonder,’ wander in movement, in awe of the fact that we are
here, that we have being, that we have bodies. I agree with you
that Torres and Alexander seem to be in a similar place with
their pieces. Torres wonders about the “density of the fullness
of Being,” specifically about its nothingness, its “lack,” its “full
void.” If Alexander is interested in what the body becomes when
it overcomes itself, when it takes shape in luminous excess, his
concern with eschatological, blinding, dazzling light has much
in common with Torres’ poetic study of the void, even if they
may seem opposed at first glance. Torres connects “supremacy”
to the Latin root supre, “to see,” where light and vision take on
a sinister character as hegemonic categories of control, domination, and oppression. But if, for Torres, to remember that the
fullness of being is full void is to free ourselves, to open ourselves to change, he shares the same preoccupation that guides
Alexander’s excess light, that light which overcomes itself and
grows beyond capture by sight. Both poets seem to me to be
concerned with a certain poetic leap, that which accomplishes a
break with the ocularcentric mode by attending to poetic listening, bodily movement. “The part of us that is,” as Torres puts it,
“is the lived hearing.” Rachelle Toarmino takes a more explicitly
personal approach, but a line like “I have thought / that / out
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of the light / comes what I think” has a certain resonance with
these questions. As the speaker in her poem wanders through indecision about how to relate to their past, certain things remain
constant (not least of which the poem’s continuing refrain “today the news”). And, in these repetitive movements, a decision is
reached. By remaining committed to movement in the dark, the
light gives an answer--here too it is movement, freed from the
constraints of light’s demand for reason and sense, that allows
self-determination.
D: You have beautifully weaved their emphasis on light as well
as being enlightened. I sense light operating, pushing through
cracks, etc. Darkness moves, and can have “positive” / “negative”
connotations as well. People talk strangely about “darkness” and
make all of these problematic associations. I can go on and on.
One can neutrally approach darkness and light through movement, moving through, and their in between. Toarmino writes
“whatever song is at / the back of your throat / I hope it one day
/ sings to me / oh sing to me,” and partially illuminates or peers
into the hidden, darkened physical space where sound emanates
if one so chooses. This part begs the one with song to share a
type of darkness again, just like intimate events during the night,
with a reluctant, repetitive embrace. Regret is a type of lightened
darkness or darkness amplified—it shouldn’t be avoided, as I
once thought at the end of my teenage years. This work displays
attempts to “move on” and / or “move out,” of repeated habits,
movements that one may unwillingly make in order to break,
perhaps further into sensing (f)light. Amy Catanzano’s work is
a moving fusion of physics and poetry, bringing together the
“immarginability” of the universe, of antimatter, and the immarginability of language through James Joyce. The art of capturing traces through photography, an archive of mirroring aspects
of darkness and light that provide proof of moving chemicals,
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aligns with the mystery of how humans exist and move. How did
we get here? Is it language, history? Or a force, that humans only
have a surfaced access to, in terms of understanding? Is writing
a type of printed photography, as it captures only the outlines,
the traces of the mechanisms behind it? Combinations of spatial
and time dimensions through research and mirrors, attempting
to find the existences and positions of the koan and kaon, propels
me forward in this lesson that Catanzano teaches in essences, or
rather quarks of movement, science, language.
Z: Catanzano’s poem has such a fascinating structure: she sets
the stage for the second act of the poem by giving definitions of
the technical terms the poem will employ, then proceeds to put
them in action, so to speak, by staging a dialogue between master
and student in the style of a classical Buddhist text. What’s so
interesting to me is the way that Catanzano plays with the terms
throughout the piece. She begins with a definition of ‘decay’--”In
particle physics, decay is not / decomposition but transference.”
As becomes clear throughout the piece, Catanzano extends this
understanding of ‘decay’ to poetry and to language itself. One
might think of this in terms of the classic LitCrit concept of
‘deferral,’ but I actually think what is going on here is much more
interesting. The relatively stable terms that are introduced at the
beginning have transformed by the end, but not in an arbitrary
way. Rather, it is as if the act of dialogue, or of poetizing, has dialectically filled out and expanded the contents of their concepts.
For ‘kaon’ and ‘koan’ to be mirrors of one another by the end
of the poem, for a ‘muon’ to have become a ‘mu-koan,’ for the
physical universe to reveal itself as an ‘immarginable’ text, is to
have accomplished a weaving of concepts that legitimately make
inroads into their intelligibility for us. I am struck by Catanzano’s invocation of the classic mirror problem: on the one hand,
it is relatively easy to explain the physical processes which cause
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a (pseudo-)reversal of mirrored images, and yet it still remains
somewhat perplexing at an experiential level. It remains perplexing because of the limitations of our language, because of the
instability of deictic phrases. When I see the self that reflects
myself in the mirror, what do left and right mean for him? What
is left and what is right in a mirrored world? Can his left and
right be my left and right? The ‘kaon’ and ‘koan’ which mirror one
another in this manner, the ‘mu-koan,’ which has neither being
nor non-being, thus stage the immarginable universe. If our languaged concepts shift to become something different when they
are mirrored, it is because the margins are not transposable, are
chiral images of one another. The universe itself, as a superposition, has no margins. Put another way, it’s concepts are always in
movement.
D: I adore this playing with terms, playing with fonts and symbols, which eventually make up words—our languages, all forms
of body-linguistics. Drives and impulses to poeticize dialogue
exist, and your lingering idea of the universe having no margins
reminds me and emphasizes this conceptual, concrete play. Julie
Patton’s “riff ” on a 90s performance at Naropa’s Jack Kerouac
School of Disembodied Poetics embodies this play, down to the
fonts, moving and moving. I can understand the state of being
disembodied in the spiritual sense, but it is difficult to imagine
doing anything above or outside of embodiment, as I think of
meditation for example as still being embodied but also “out of
body”—leaving the body while also remaining in the body. Poetry happens when moments of language escape language. Maybe
that’s all I have to understand, same goes for poetry itself. I
align Patton’s work with “disembody” -ing defined—“separating
or freeing (something) from its concrete form,” or “(of a sound)
lacking any obvious physical source.” It’s an exploration into
the travels of the letter / music note “d”—what is “d?” “Dee?”
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Phonetically, I associate “d” with its sounds in other words, and
how it moves me through a poetics that’s free association and
planned, based on my interactions with “d-ness” and “Deee-lite”
(a music reference to the group, sorry, had to!). Such movements
on the page as “deep peaced,” spinning and stuttered, really got
me moving through Patton’s work with curiosity and excitement. With just a replacement of letters, Patton enacts “word
plays” or wording performances. How does a letter / letters become margin-less? What about a sound/sounds? Patton’s work
explores this in several directions—even with certain restraints
one can find moments of comfort, of freedom, within them.
Doing what one wants with “d-ness.” As an editor, I must note
that Patton submitted several drafts, one very different from the
next. I appreciate the movement of Patton’s piece from beginning to end, before and after its printing, the process is still in
motion. It calls into / out to the physicality of the text. A(BC) 4
D loved’? So much happens here. Patton as well as Jiwon Ohm’s
work move in spaces / tensions of the stutter, the moment before one (mis) pronounces something, a word, a name, a country,
the moment before kindly, gently correcting someone reading
or pronouncing a word or a poem—a language. How does one
“correctly” move through a work out loud, but also always inner
/ outer body? Free D-mention-all. Patton and Ohm explore acts
/ movements of current matter(s) contemplation (COVID-19,
BLM i.e. “taking a knee”), letting them play-work through “d”
and Ohm’s poem “Apologies / Excuses.” After reading, I want to
play and pun around, collecting playlists of fonts, letters, words,
etc. Jiwon Ohm’s work plays around with these ideas extensively
with attentive, graceful care. Ohm writes in “return” of the being and moving (in) between language, describing the way one
may grip a pen differently before writing in another language.
Also, a name is a work all in itself (all on its own) “begun is half
done” and still while said or written in other languages (mean-
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ing also moves with it, and it’s relative). Crumbs and drops of
meaning are often lost in translation, with each language / name
having residues only native speakers know. Only a family could
know. The movement of family amplifies collective experiences, how one becomes an “individual,” despite and because of it.
In addition, Ohm creates the Peace Bridge on the page out of
the dates when Ohm crossed it, reversing the return, making a
mirror on the page, in “I Could Smell the Blue...” Ohm carries
this movement over when discussing the complexities of having a visa / the visa itself and internal movements / anxieties for
moving everywhere with expire(d) papers just in case in “Temporary / Non-resident Visitor / Alien.” In “Flower...,” Ohm thinks
through ordering translations of thought and a work—how one
choreographs / arranges language all the time. The associative /
stereotypical play on the potentialities of what people think of
/ call Koreans before one knows names, Ohm’s name, the name,
moving from Korean to Korona, moved me, unsettled me, as it
should (you). The movements of judgment, of racism, are too
urgent, too forceful, too violent. Dare I/we go on? Ohm shares
that we must. Lastly, in “ Apologies...” Ohm’s list of revisions /
revised thoughts—emphasis on #11 and #12—inspired by T.S.
Eliot moves through a constant state of stability within instability, something that I think about a lot within my own life and
writing. “The rock which forms in your throat when you look at one’s
back.” Is this “love,” always in flux? I agree with Ohm’s notes that
I may also never grasp what poetry is, but it is that searching for
meaning, that processing, that allows for poetic conversations,
musical dialogues of care, very much present in this volume. The
task at hand, or at body, is to put as much work into our actions,
our ethics, our lifestyles as we do in our artistic creations.
Z: Agreed! The pieces in this volume, each in their own way,
work at the fulcrum between language and body, which shows
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(to circle back to the beginning of our discussion) that political
life and poetic life are perhaps not the same, but nonetheless
forcibly entangled. What we do with our bodies is guided by our
language. The obstruction of airflow that produces the consonant ‘D,’ with all the many word- and sentence-formations it may
enter into (all permutations which Patton takes into account in
her associative play), reminds us that language is rooted in our
bodies: that the prefix ‘de-’ is also a de-pression in our mouths.
And, of course, just as the letter ‘D’ moves backward to its root
in our bodies, so too does it move forward to its place in social and political movements. Patton refers to her piece as a ‘riff
on a performance’--it is a performance in text insofar as the letter D moves/performs for us as readers and, further, insofar as
what it performs, finally, is poetic protest. And, of course, that
protest must be meaningful so long as language so profoundly
shapes our historical realities. Ohm’s piece is so moving because
it bears witness to that lived experience of language’s impact on
reality: to the legal language that decides whether one is welcome in a place, whether they can leave and return afterwards;
to the language, sedimented with years of racist and colonialist
baggage, that marks one’s identification with their families, with
their homes; to languages, plural, and how the ways we exist in
language tie us to our pasts, our histories. I too was struck by
Ohm’s note to her piece: to have no idea what poetry is, but
nonetheless to cling to the idea of movement, to the possibility
of moving someone, and hope for the best. I think this is all that
anyone could really claim to know of poetry: it, even language
itself, evades us. But the movement in and with poetry and language, even without comprehension, remains a possibility. If this
movement continues on its path through me to someone else,
I may not understand the poem I have written, but, somehow, I
have accomplished what I had hoped to.
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moore, nathan alexander

A n Elegy

for

Un s a i d Th i n g s

AN ELEGY FOR UNSAID THINGS
i
What does it mean to be moved?
To be lifted from circumstance?
To be flung from your foundations?
To be unsettled?
To be unstilled?
To swell in this starlit sky we are all swirling through?
To glimpse God ever so briefly,
		

In the mouths of horrors?

ii
What does it mean to be moved?
To be shoved towards the shore
		

& the sky

		

& the sinister seas?		

To be unmoored from clan/tribe/clade/root?
To be shuffled along with the sin of iron against your skin?
To feel the Earth feast on your feet with every step,
Before vomiting you into the hollow belly of a ship?
To rock with the waves, to heave with your shipmates?
To sojourn outside the body your thoughts once claimed?
To twist outside inwards?
To be acquainted with death?

To grow familiar with filth,
		

Burdened with & by blood,

		

Sore with sickness,

		

Sick of soreness?

To be shat out onto a new land,
		

Where nothing else moves to greet you

		But shame?

iii
What does it mean to be moved?
To recognize the pull of elsewhere & otherwise coming
from just under your skin?
To see without looking that the here & now does not have
to be
		

Always & forever?

To yearn for the caress of lace,
		

The sweep of skirts,

		

The levitation of heels?

To slink inside the mantle of boy?
To flee from the capture of manhood?
To slip into femininity with fragile but fugitive steps?
To go beyond & find yourself all but alone?

iv
What does it mean to be moved?
To run from the present?
To move toward uncharted geography?
To pack your life into parts,
Leaving behind big & small moments,
Dumping all your desires & detritus into boxes
Affixed with the promise of packing tape?
To remember to not say goodbye?
To know you will fade into a barely realized recollection?
To get into a car & refuse to hold (back) your tears?
To wonder if the future even exists
		

As you watch the present crumble

		

Into a fine point in the rearview mirror?

To ponder how you will get to the other side of the horizon?

v
What does it mean to be moved?
To close your eyes & wander into the empty spaces behind
them?
To walk inside your own skull,
Discovering miracles no man or Messiah could
fashion?
To sheath yourself in the fineries of your own fascinations?
To build worlds from
The pulse of gray matter &
The spark of nerves?
To consider this some type of somatic sorcery?
To live in realms different from the one you know,
Untouched by such bitter lessons,
No longer so neglected & ill-natured?

To swim through the wilderness of imaginations,
Because here there is no abundance of scarcity,
Here there is a lack of harm?

vi
What does it mean to be moved?
To look into his eyes & step outside yourself?
To see the world as only as long as
		

the distance of his affections?

To hear the stubborn beat of your own heart
Charting the flight paths of hungry hummingbirds?
To wander the palms of hands?
To settle into the home of his chest?
To understand too-well that men, like houses,
Have never been that welcoming to you,
Choosing to stay while knowing you should leave?

vii
What does it mean to be moved?
To feel the rending as you tear away from yourself?
To try & grasp the inner winds as you fall from this world?
To frost over as the darkness sweeps out
		

all your daylight & delight?

To contract your limbs toward your very center &
		

Retract from all

		

The starved ravens of your own doubts?

To be depressed, to be flattened?
To shatter into a shape you can barely make sense of?

viii
What does it mean to be moved?
To sprout unsurely?
To bloom with hesitance?
To reach for the sunshine in your own eyes?
To let each laugh crackle like lightning,
A relished storm roaring up & out of your throat?
To riot on a beat?
To let your muscles go silken
		

from the magic of their nearness?

To climb beyond the forest of your family,
Growing a genealogy from those who choose to be,
		

Attempting to seed some love

		

in every forward step

		

of your feet?

ix
What does it mean to be moved?
To drag yourself steadily through this
		

wrecked & ravaged world?

To climb through the rubble & the rumble?
To scale of the bones of undead & undying things?
To pierce the very sky with your words?
To open yourself up,
		

If only in efforting to make room

		

For someone & something else?

x
What does it mean to be moved?
To pick up every salvaged part of yourself?
To welcome the weight of your own unwellness?
To stride outward on every uncertain sea-swell?
To grasp the hands of those dearest to you?
To journey to the underside of your soul,
		

Holding fast to both fear & fortune?

To dance through the totality of this darkness,
		

Unsure of most things,

		

Except that you are

		

Every bit of starshine

		

Your hands move towards

		

In the sky?
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Poems

DIRECTIONS TO MY HOME FROM
T RA F A L G A R S Q U A R E

I put in headphones and walk into traffic. Imagine the
drivers are screaming with desire for me over a horn
section. Yeah son, throw that empty water bottle at me. I
know what you need. I am dark, infinite, brooding. These
guys’ pork pie faces are my drum kit. Bash crash bash
crash benefits benefits bastard bass. I didn’t get smaller.
That doesn’t happen. I just got outside my body. For once,
I’ll be the steady one. I put the sound on my back. And if
anyone is out there, I’ll try again on this channel every
Wednesday at noon. Don’t let them fool you. It’s the same
dog as in the advertisement except it’s dead and comes in
a box. There are infinitely stranger preservatives added to
pepperoni than the mind of man can invent. Birth defects
aren’t funny but they aren’t always sad either. If someone
had just reminded me that, when measured in potato, fries
are the lovemaking and chips are the fucking. But nobody
tells you that do they. They just expect you to remember
it. Who’s that sexless creature who stalks the streets? Only
me but I’ve installed an extra drum behind me for when
people ask that exact question. Bon soirée. His fingers have
definitely gotten thicker. Not that I’m complaining. Three
men sleeping on window ledge of furniture store called
Habitat.The store set up to look like a home, lights still on. Many
planters of soil. A rustic bench. Art does not require intent or
observer. Lucky to Live Here cross-stitched on a pillow.
Empty. Everyone dead no doubt in a nuclear attack. I lick
the dirty sleeping bags, then lick the window. My tongue
memorizes the scene. I spit everything out in reverse order.

On the train, someone in front of me mentions Rick Ross,
then, after a while, adds that a lot of people are probably
dying right now. I imagine a centaur composed of Rick
Ross’s torso and the legs of a thousand corpses. After we
disembark, waiting in the road for the crossing gates to
lift, a skinny teenager falls in the shadow of his girlfriend
and begins to press against her with his hips, as if he is an
exclamation point alternating with a question mark. He
has been fingering her silently in the seat next to me
the entire ride. They are some undulating terror and
perhaps we are only allowed that a few times in our lives.
It will feel like swinging over a gulch this time, rather than
artillery. Please refer to me not by name but only in vignettes.
We are almost back now. From where I live, the world is a
line of lights strung across a black thicket. That is the
airport, and that is London, and that is a rose which in the
darkness looks blue, gathering the hedge around it as the
heart gathers electricity. To everyone I know, I will be
distributing tickets redeemable for one last round of
constant apologies while I beg to make out with you.After that it
won’t happen again. You will be able to remember how it tastes.

W H Y A M I A L WAY S F A L L I N G O F F A
CLIFF?
Why did I think if you missed a meal, you might die? I
asked, “When you’re diabetic and you miss a meal, do you
like, die?” Notice I only said that after the banana was
secured in your jaw. I am very brave. I don’t like to be a cause
of panic. I walk very calmly out the door and then break
into a run. I didn’t used to run during the day because I
was scared that the drivers of cars would see me trying too
hard. Why do all these insects, flower petals and ash keep
sticking to me? Do they think I am an altar? I dreamed
my secret society held an intervention for my behavior
problems. Why can’t you all just imagine it’s Prince
doing it? My name is already an unpronounceable symbol.
Why do you always say “We have to talk”? I already know
that. I know I have to talk. Otherwise I would just go
everywhere bumping theme music off my cell phone. Why do
I always float sixty feet in the air? I can only live in fourthfloor apartments. I’m always trying to make love on top of
telephone wires and shit. Why do I always spill all this down
the front of my white pants? Bleach doesn’t even work like
that. The pants have to be exactly white to begin with, and
most of what we think is white is actually eggshell. Why
is that cat staring at me through the window? I thought
humans were the only ones who could understand
windows. Why is your face so good? I like to set aside time to
think about it each night. I wish I was kidding, I do it more
regularly than I brush my teeth. Why, the last time I got
paid, did I pretend I was a school and give all my friends
scholarships? Why did I buy a chain in the shape of a lion’s
head? Why can’t I ever dream in obvious sexual symbols?

I only ever dream about bathrooms with hundreds of
stalls. I think that might exist somewhere, maybe in
China. Why didn’t I learn Vietnamese better? My favorite
memory of my grandmother is tossing a tiny plush ball back and
forth with her wordlessly in front of some plants.Why do I always
freak out when someone likes me? Go ahead, cars, watch me
trying hard. Do you think I am some kind of idiot? I understood
everything I was up to the whole time. I did everything
on purpose. And that’s how I ended up where I am today.

FROM IT O C C U RRE D TO M E

We ran a workshop where I asked the participants to think
about possible futures and several of them said they liked
the idea of everyone dying, returning the earth to a state
of – after Ali said ‘mass extinction’ is for poor Black people
– if you think about it, the revolution starts with you – I’d
put poison in water bottles at the bodega with a diabetic
syringe, no one would care, Noah Cohen said in the car, if
I wanted to be an effective terrorist – life hack: if you’re
on the can and you run out of toilet paper, kill yourself – I
didn’t – sometimes imagining killing yourself is easier than
imagining other things, that is my official stance, it’s easy to
imagine what everyone would do without you because you
are in a sense without-you, you are a pressurized unit that
strikes other pressurized units, all of which move where
they’re able to, I was reminded
shielding his eyes, staring into them, one of the pupils larger
than the other, the smallness of the pupils gazing into the
light
—the window had blown open and there were water droplets across the papers he had left on the desk
Sometimes I see and sometimes I am formed into
something by forces beyond my control, and if you are those
forces, how can I
Lying down in front of a very tall building, to make it look
taller
Sometimes
It’s not impossible but –
It isn’t
What I

But I don’t know what I’m saying here, perhaps I should go.
Later I’d read David Foster Wallace, a bildungsroman about
the eponymous David Wallace, a Yale student who commits spectacular self-harm then throws himself from the
Golden Gate Bridge. The point, as I sat in the seminar, with
a German lecturer who was articulating some fine points
of Heidegger, a student responded that we might do a
Heideggerian reading of Adorno, the cardboard stars
fell from the ceiling of my mind, I crashed to the floor
internally, sweat began to pour from my forehead, the
pointlessness was evident, my speech was being ripped from
my gullet in thin ever-extensive ribbons, I escaped at the hour,
I staggered, began to gasp, there were Powerpoints of massacred Vietnamese children meant to make a point about Power, until one of them was smiling, then the horror was mine,
we were holding hands in our hearts and I was throwing up in
the hall trashcan directly next to the white porcelain drinking
fountain with the distinct sense that everyone was looking on
although my back was cramping and I was entirely folded in
on myself, and when I cleaned myself off and raised up there
wasn’t anyone, they had all gone out front for a cigarette.
The world yields up much to philosophy, although it is often in the form of appearances of the arbitrary. In evening,
then, the houses on Cherokee Street with their slanting roofs
and the way they catch the whole pitch of light from shaft
to shadow is not nothing to philosophy, nor is the way we
move through them, tilting, rotating, like a film camera, as
if we are on our way to somewhere else. Now on the other
hand if you were to ask me what precisely they yield up to
philosophy,
I
would
not
say
anything.

But the fact that this sight itself encapsulates a number of
basic problems of perception, of Spirit, of the Ideal, and
furthermore, extending towards the social sciences,
towards atomic structures, towards biology, and towards
simpler questions like why the houses have never looked like
that before, why do they only begin to look like that when
I am with you for the first time, and although you are off
teaching refugees how to speak English, a job which you
say you are very bad at, and which I never see you do, but
which I imagine you do with aplomb the way you put your
beautiful clothes on, the belt with its clear marking of the
correct hole (with one on each side for leverage) and the
trousers which don’t fit and shoes which are a bit nice for the
occasion, I walk down the street and suddenly the
sunset is suspending some kind of time, suddenly there is a
greater amount of space inside me, psychically, which
enacts the shadow, which enacts the low-riders & the one
empty shop on the corner not quite out of business with a
limp flag wavering over the door, and the windows open fully
without screens above in what I could imagine as our vacant
apartment, but this has become inaccurate, because it isn’t,
some kids look apprehensively down the street at their
own footsteps, one, then two, young men on bicycles with
perfectly detailed musculature work their way up the street,
pumping at each step, the bike from side to side swaying,
and they don’t remind me of anything, I see them, I lay a
hand on the landscape to my side, it is so clear I can feel it,
the most boring branch of philosophy is ethics, you said, but
I think it is obviously metaphysics, and to be without any
pretense of naming things or that things shine any brighter
in the presence of their names, as the young men flee from
their names up the street which is the flat purple color of

shadow in the summer but is not itself in shadow. He was
like them, a young man fleeing from death. Everything
kept moving except for, somewhere, him, he had been
chased down. I kept trying to hold my timespan next to
his. This wasn’t the point, and in a sense, it didn’t feel as
if he was dead, just on the run somehow, in flight, like the
diminishing sight of those two young men on their bikes.
The point is, that somehow the earth kept turning past,
I
didn’t
heal
from
anything.
I had begun to really struggle with art and with
words in general. It began by waking up staring at the
upside-down face of the sun. But it continued in
that it became less and less possible to find surfaces
that had not been inscribed.
I went to take a piss
in the woods one day and found the sides of a stand of birch
trees
had been spray-painted in pink, one letter per tree:
F U C K C O P S, and while it was an exciting visual
illusion, I’d seen the basic premise used before in a music
video, and therefore some art director who read a ton of
magazines and went to ‘galleries’ had found the device, there
was no way to escape the derivative presence of culture,
this felt even worse than finding bar codes on everything,
because someone had voluntarily tried to execute this
imagery, someone had subjectively identified with this act,
which now tormented me as I knelt beneath the bridge
watching my urine darken the pavement. The pavement
had probably been inscribed, everything is inscribed, but
unlike my fantasies of Heaven as a small child, the fact

of having been written on is no entry to a book of life, it
doesn’t mean it has been taken up into any form of presence.
On the other hand –
When I was sitting with you we were on the bus and the
sun was extremely bright and although it was already late
and we were both physically fucked and our relationship had
been over for a long time, and although later in the evening
I would develop a headache, possibly from low blood sugar,
which meant I couldn’t enjoy anything, for that brief period
of time we climbed to the top of a council flat and looked
down, not merely for the sake of the gesture, but in an
actually submissive realization of seeing, itself, in other
words, the immanence of the things that appeared to us – in
this case, some upper middle-class people barbecuing on top
of a nearby building, and the fantasy of going over to join, and
the fantasy of being a couple, despite what we were
actually wearing and who we actually were, sustained a form
of flight, rare enough, into things rather than away from
them, which meant we stood outside of the building for the
next few hours and managed to get through 2 layers of
security, although we didn’t breach the final door, just hid
inside the separate room where they stored their trash, all
from Waitrose.
Later we would learn who lived there but for now it was just
another building with people wearing pastel clothes they’d
probably purchased recently, who probably worked for
something.
It’s important to remember that this is an illusion.

Autism, bicycles, collective, deviance, environmentalism,
feelings (simulated), grievances (nurtured), hygiene, incest,
jam-jars, ketamine, libraries, marxism, nature, organising,
poverty, queerness, repetition, social work, television,
umbrage, vegetarian dinner, wifi, excrement, you.
My next book is on refugees so I must immerse myself in
everything to do with refugees.
It’s non-national-specific – it’s allegorical –
There’s this documentary – Australian documentary –
How long is it?
I’ve watched 20 minutes
It’s not like five hours or something, because I don’t have
time
Which part is the material, and who is the thinker?
Which piece is an inert moment to be passed over, to
demonstrate to another, which piece is to be held in place,
which piece is a miniature flag. Except we saw some flags –
some real ones, at the exhibition, made by hand – imagine
things like currency and flags being made by hand, they must
have been at some point – it was gray. It had been red. On it
in the centre were two simple points of insignia, a sickle that
looked like a C and a hammer that looked like a T. It was so
far from being a logo. The hand of the maker was present. I
imagined a room full of schoolchildren drawing the same
insignia, all subtly different. A room full of people making the
same sound. An auditorium. A city. A continent. A planet.
We have to consider that the sun was used as a sign of the
aristocracy, and of natural right. We have to consider that
things were perceived, signs were seen, to justify what was

done. We are not seers. Or we must not be seers. Or all we
will see is what is. Immanence means, seeing what is there
undoes what is there. We have to consider that the planet is
a colony now.
That is one of the reasons his body spoke to me. When you
have spent the day cutting plants back with your grafting
knife, and breaking concrete on a building site with a heavy
sledge, the few stitches, the insignia, the little black C & T
on the flag leaps into eyes denuded of its age, present as an
image of what we have done in our days, and what we might
be able to use.
I think I should stop hitting the wood with the axe for a
while until my back recovers a bit, I think I might as well
wait and drink a cup of tea, but I do have this tendency to let
tea cool until it is undrinkable, which I’d like to break, but
it takes me a long time to break things, as we’ve previously
seen, even sometimes when I throw things with presumably
all my force they don’t shatter, for that matter I don’t want to
accidentally fall on a board covered in nails and be pinioned
unable to get up like Lajos was the other week, one nail in his
hand the other in his ass, the small puncture-hole in his track
pants looking genuinely miserable and the wound something
I didn’t get a chance to look at which I slightly regret,
because I’ve never seen a nail-hole in anyone’s ass before,
which is something I told you as we walked back down the
road from the café yesterday, which I’m not sure was an
interesting remark really, so the smile felt like an unearned
bonus, when I said electrification was a miracle you said that
atheists didn’t believe in miracles, but maybe there’s ‘kismet’
which I learned God help me from A Dictionary of American
Idioms, a book my mother bought

for my father to help him speak English, which he
didn’t use, but which I used frequently, as I explained the
other day, you had to turn the sound on and off and back
away slowly, we both wondered what it was in the fields
outside the detention center, possibly kale, and what was
written about tuberculosis on the sign pasted to the woman’s
window in green marker, I joked I was tubercular the next
day while coughing and felt bad, because it’s a sign of the
alienation of signs from things, I want to learn about how
things are built, and why, and what they work on, why the dirt
was white on the window and turned it white but when added
to water and washed away turned black, I want to know what
transformed it, what it did, and earth and air together might
be something useless, like smoke, or the opposite, like trees
which eat the carbon from air, which thicken themselves on
that invisible piece of a common molecule, and stretch slowly
like an embrace, like other networks, ones kept inside us.

F O R TH E M INI M ED 5 3 0 G I N S U L I N
PUMP
A flock of pricks
In your stomach
Letters all white
asterisks
You slept on the floor,
an inch Above
the ground
While the pump screamed
And punctured you
There are otherwise dead
parts of you that drink
from the little cure
Here, the ceaseless rhythm,
tightrope that days walk over, opening
tiny doors as florets of blood,
this miracle
cannibal century
you burst into like a crowded
hall in the middle of a lecture

—frail life, thin as a string of spit.
Dispersed and terrified and lit up
Your body
Full of holes
Through which
All this

H O W T O, I N A P H O N E B O O T H
D E T R O I T, M I
TH RE E VE RS I O N S

						
		
You have to know Detroit first
and being white there in 1982 means you don’t
know what music to listen to most days,
or what wars we’re in or might get into.

1

You have to love your son enough
to go to a strip club with him, to shape raw beef
into burgers with your bare hands,
to stand trial.
You must have seen a few Westerns. No. News
footage. Westerns. Can’t decide.
You have to have been a good citizen,
to have been being a good citizen, your wife loves
you, and you have to love her enough
to make a jaw split off from its body.

2

You have to have played baseball with your son.
You have to know you can get away with it,
good, husband, good, son, to swing
with your whole white God behind you
in the McDonald’s parking lot – oh, I forgot:
you must carry a baseball bat in the trunk.
It will cost you $3000 to marry this man to
the smudged back glass of a phone booth.
Don’t bite your tongue when he stops making
noise

3

My father who worked for Chrysler,
Detroit Edison, too, who is Ma’s
favorite son, who might have gone
to strip clubs, who wanted to name me
Elvis, who smacks his lips and says Baby
and taps my mom on the back in the kitchen,
whose laugh sounds like he’s screaming.
If you die Ma will be alone with no English,
and you have to be reckless, driving backwards
on the highway to catch the exit, running through
traffic, to have got here, you have to
not think about that at all.

You have to figure out the truce
between the 80’s and Asian hair,
pomade and bowtie and dark glasses
and collar spread to reveal
a neat triangle of open chest,
you have to dance like you’re shit talking
somebody, you have to know perfectly
I’m not a little fucker, don’t call me
a little fucker.
If you don’t survive, at least get your blood on his
shirt

IT’ S U N STO P PAB L E TO N I G HT
how air guitar I am for you
how tinfoil ceiling
street sign grin
(ORO
LIQUOR
dine-in
JOYORIA
COME AGAIN
open
all night
BEEF
CHASE
sweet sweet
PHAT)
how dog’s hind legs going up a staircase I am for you,
off-kilter, pattering.
I’m smelling the street.
I’m a white bird
like a fleck of spit.
I’m kicking invisible counterrevolutionaries in the throat.
I am so
other people’s open apartment windows

tonight, for you,
a sideways flag fluttering, Puerto Rico,
I think.
I am lingering in the kitchen,
trying
to catch my housemate kissing a woman
in the violet front room, light
winking closed between them.
I’m Nate’s new haircut for you.
I’m trash bags tied to fences.
I’m trees lashed together, toppling in the deep air.
All the songs tonight are about becoming wolves.
All the telephone cables tonight are about my blood vessels
stretching as one red string, jailbreak
for you, rhizome
for you,
an electrical pulse
we experience as noise.

4U
mais le ‘i’ miniscule avait l’air perdu, comme un erreur, mince,
faible…
					
—Quora comment
& wdnt i
take a bullet 4u
magneto
in auschwitz
or miriam in bexhill
(more places
2 belong 2)
morbid also improbable
if the moment comes
we most likely won’t b
together
as most of the day
we r not
& ppl r seized
& most of the day we r not
& elsewhere
in our heads

literally elsewhere
geist ultimate homelessness
jerry fought off 6 attackers
armed only with an umbrella and his autism
they had guns
fuck enemies
s1 wrote
im honestly not brecht
we r
figuratively
extremely fucked
sth like a pastoral, in stl
a cop-set car fire
within which s1’s teeth
will b found
trembling uncontrollably trembling
fugues of popular will
well said
that’s perfectly well said

/
happiness
a vial of oxygenated blood
there is a cost
/
hard 2 speak & not w/o crying
after all this
will i fail 2 recognise u
though hard to avoid admittedly
ur mugshot
adorns my walls
a b-side lenin
all 1 has
/
i saw
the flag irl
that they made
in 1917
it was literally gray
& still
completely legible

/
& wdnt i
also
kill
4u
im not a lib
/

2 the body that breathing
must be introduced
2 the body it literally
/
in december i think
u were on a train 2 ny
i was on the bus
my job as a model
at the cartoon school
the bus drivers radioed each other
that we’d put up
a 2nd tent
this fking world
is ours
if we seize it
Nov 9 2019
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Mir acle

M I RA C L E

Define the lower vertebra and
Metatarsophalangeal joints circumduction
Take place within
Different types of inversion faces the leg
While plantar flexion are
Types are defined by a saddle and bend to
Touch the
Body motions are movements available at an
Uneven surface of flexion
Movements each type of motion in direction
Of movement at hinge
Identify the tarsal bones on your elbows
To the distal radioulnar
Joints movement is held next lower limb
Bringing the movement produced
That brings the opposite of the palm
Facing supinated position and
Allow only small rotational movements at
Either the distal ulna to

These include anterior bending backward
Lateral plane of inversion faces backward
Motions the palm backward and reposition
Brings the hinge joints are
Synovial joint of motion such as
Straightening from or bite on
Joints of movement overall each movement
Such as well as the
Allow for the same plane as straightening
Of muscles that take
Body part synovial joints turning of
Whiplash in the forearm from
Tremendous mobility there are in injury
Similarly plane as basketball racquetball
Range of flexion decreases the next to
Form an individual joint
Movements available at either side of
Motion in the direction of the
Each intervertebral disc as basketball
Racquetball or fingers at the tip
Movement moving the distal radioulnar
Articulation the heel and reposition the

Synovial joint while forearm that produces
Opening of muscles acting on
Joint moves upward movement such as
Inversion faces backward and carry
Results from side rotation causes the
Inferior rotation is greatly limited
From side medial internal and are biaxial
Or external rotation when
Contraction or posterior movements that go
Between the twisting movement moving
Relaxation of flexion anterior leg is
Dorsiflexion of all posterior thigh
Muscles acting on only motion with one
Vertebra and all synovial
That support for only for flexion
Movements that produce circumduction
Multiaxial
Attached to produce body region in
Relation to the ankle movements
Bones bending your chest raise your
Shoulder to produce body spreading
Either toward either toward the ligaments
That go between adjacent joints

Side of muscles acting on either biaxial
Or without bending of
Articulation allows for rotation causes
The ulna into contact with a
Type of a circle it laterally away from
Circumduction is suddenly
Movement that take place within the
Contraction or thigh either the
That help to stick out the limb laterally
Away from side
Produced by the limb superior rotation
Causes the opposing movement such
Synovial joint returning the neck or elbow
Allow the elbow knee
Joint gibes the ball and involves a joint
Allows the coronal
Determined by combination of inversion
Than eversion of inversion is extension
Structural type while adduction and gives
The summation of movements identify
Type of synovial joints allow for full
Abduction moves the hinge

While extension abduction adduction is
Determined by combinations of motion these
Ball and eversion of one vertebra in the
Straightening from circumduction
Socket joints of a tremendous mobility
There also allow you pick
Joint that contributes to remember that
Supination of body a particular
Gives the tip of motion is dorsiflexion
While lifting the straightening
Greatest range of body movements that take
Place within the index
Range of body motions but these motions
Are anterior flexion decreases
Movement moving the ground or external
Rotation is extension of all
Individual joint returning the direction
Used to bring the mandible protraction
Joint results from circumduction take
Place at the metacarpophalangeal
Metatarsophalangeal and
Other regions of movement produced by
Movement produced at a large

Regions of the neck or elbow the right or
Posterior thigh
Body a patient may experience both
Hyperextension injuries are the summation
Several joints also used to another bone
This motion such as
Joints turning the scapular spine moves
Downward motion you use when
Work together is determined by movement
That are the sequential combination
Together is dorsiflexion of all anterior
Going motion that take place
Produce a saddle and retraction is
Adduction motions that are extension
Particular movement types are many types
Are produced by a combination
Movement that help to increase its length
During active sports such
Overall each of muscles that involve the
Different types of one
Each other end of whiplash in a ball
Retraction is rotation

Type while retraction are the fingers in
Direction used during limb
Synovial joints are complex movements each
Movement that the ground or
Joint allows for dorsiflexion while foot
At a circle it opposition
Necessary to upper limb adduction
Abduction moved downward this movement
overall
Provide the opposing movement at this
Movement such as straightening from
Body upright stance with upper limbs to
Cross over several joints
With one end of the slight curvature of
Motion that extension
Great flexibility and involve medial
Excursion returns the greater tubercle of
Flexibility and depression these can also
Allow only small rotational movements
Mobility there are complex movements
Available between adjacent vertebrae at
The

There are anterior flexion adduction moves
The contraction or mandible to
Many ways in this crossing over several
Joints give the opposite
Types are always described in the knee or
Hand fingers toes
Movement types of flexion extension moves
Away from the anterior flexion
That take place within the posterior
Movements allow the different structural
Occur within the symphysis joint formed
Between these two positions and
Synovial joints for these include anterior
Surface of motion allowed at
Joints may experience both hyperextension
Is pushed forward a heavy book
Movement that allow the shoulder and
Straightens the medial or running
Types of muscles acting on something and
Metatarsophalangeal joints for these
Generally paired with the wrist
Metacarpophalangeal Metatarsophalangeal
Joints allow the quick

Paired with one shoulder lefts the second
Cervical region abduction moves
With one bone thumb to shrug your
Shoulders similarly hyperflexion is
Being moved stays relatively stationary
While any posterior thigh and aid
Opposite of all posterior thigh either
Side rotation occurs when scooping
Other body motions adduction brings the
Distal radioulnar joint is lateral
Body upright stance with upward movements
Are movements provided by combinations
Movements that involve the first
Carpometacarpal joint moving it involves a
Always described in direction used to
Rotate around a joint beyond
Described in other body toward or bite on
Something or twisting
Relation to upper limbs medially toward
The sequential combination of all
Anatomical position and aid in relation to
Hold a perpendicular position

Position in this type while lifting the
Anterior forward bending of
Body with or toward either toward either
Side medial end describes
Upright stance with upward projection from
Side rotation conversely rotation be
Stance with the arm of extend your chest
Raise your hand
Different types are in addition these are
Used without bending your hand
Types are many types of the quick side of
Movement such as
Body region in this rotation occurs during
Limb or at an uneven
Movements of motion in direction of
Movements at hinge joints anterior
Posterior
Identify the sole toward either biaxial or
Mandible is called reposition brings
Joints have the scapula thus preventing
Any abduction at either the palm
That produces circumduction multiaxial
Shoulder you can also abduction moves
Upward as

Allow for full abduction moves downward is
Extension motions of body part
These can occur within the mouth or
Without arm down to increase
Motions are in cases of all anterior or
Thumb in direction of
Synovial joints allow for flexion at a
Heavy book bag the toes
Joints rotation supination and inferior
Articular processes of muscles that take
Place
Allow only one end of whiplash in the
Forearm from a particular
Body motions occur within the
Straightening of flexion of flexion
Movements of
Tremendous range of synovial joint which
Rotation is determined by movement moving
Range of synovial joint in injury
Similarly abduction produces circumduction
Which can
Movements provided by rotation when
Carrying a large range of motion these

Each of body with one bone rotates
Inferior articular processes of motion
Movement is necessary to touch the glenoid
Cavity moves downward this rotation
Synovial joints from circumduction
Multiaxial shoulder to each intervertebral
Disc as the
Joint formed between the index finger or
Decreasing the greatest range of
Results from or without bending of flexion
Anterior leg is dorsiflexion of
From the midline toward or external
Rotation occurs during active sports such
Contraction or elbow knee flexion at an
Uneven surface and involved the
Relaxation of one bone this position of
Muscles that help to distinguish
Muscles that supination and circumduction
Take place within the movement moving the
That moves the twisting of movements each
Of motion allowed at hinge
Attached to their parallel to a uniaxial
Joint inversion is thus preventing

Bones of movement is lateral external
Rotation when walking or shake your
Either the pronated palm facing supinated
Anatomical position and carry it laterally
Side these allow only motion is an uneven
Surface and upward movements
Articulation allows for dorsiflexion while
Foot so that brings the head and
Type of all synovial joints from
Circumduction is flexion these allow the
Movement such as well as when pushing
Against something or shake your
That allows for a load such as inversion
Is necessary to produce
Produced at synovial joints allow the
Shoulder or brings the fingers or
Synovial joints turning of the humerus
Would hit the side medial excursion
Joint results from or across the sole of
Movements that move towards
Determined by each type while flexion
Anterior going movement overall each type

Structural type of whiplash in contact
With a tremendous mobility these also
Type while plantar flexion movements that
The limb all anterior bending your
While forearm is determined by rotation
Can be sure to shrug your
Ball and plantar flexion decreases the
Hinge joints are common at an
Socket joint hyperextension and ulna are
Movements each of movements identify the
Joint accompanied by rotation causes the
Ground or external rotation is extension
Gives the supinated anatomical standing
Position or across the anatomical position
In
Greatest range of movements provided by
Rotation is found at synovial joints
Range of movement produced by movement
Produced at a large range of
Movement is excessive flexion and carry it
Helps to angle of inversion
Individual joint lifting the front of
Whiplash in this allows for example

Joint gives the quick side to their long
Axis which can occur
Other when scooping up soup with upward
Movement at either toward the
Regions of inversion and mobility these
Movements identify the coronal medial end
Body region abduction produces opening of
Whiplash in relation to rotate along
Several joints among the first metacarpal
Bone thumb brings the plane as
Joints such as well as when you tremendous
Range of muscles acting
Work together to their parallel to the
Articulation allows the scapula and
Together circumduction is adduction
Abduction without arm at hinge joint this
Crossing
Produce a posterior foot condyloid saddle
Joint hyperextension and hip here the
Particular movement moving the side
Movement is in relation to produce body
Movement is greatly limited by movement at
A circle it opposition is

Overall each type of one bone and carry it
On an uneven
Each type while retraction are extension
Are biaxial these are generally paired
Type of inversion and gives the hand or
Body or shake your
Synovial joint rotation ball retraction
Pulls the body upright stance with upward
Joint moved downward this motion that
Moves away from side changes in
Necessary to angle of muscles that
Supination movements are used without
Bending
Provide for medial lateral external
Rotation supination of inversion is
Flexion decreases
Body upright stance with its normal range
Of whiplash in direction of
With your elbows to close the multiple
Plane and sockets joints give
Great flexibility and lateral or internal
Rotation occurs when scooping up soup

Flexibility and involved a point inferior
Articular processes of motion thus
Required
Mobility there are the trapezium carpal
Bone this joint accompanied by
Combinations
There are always described in a circle it
Laterally away from side
Many ways in other end describes a spoon
Dorsiflexion of inversion is
Types are seen at biaxial condyloid saddle
Joint lifting the vertebral column
Movement that brings the ulna this type
While extension note that support
That extension moves downward is plantar
Flexion decreases the neck or external
Occur at either side rotation when the
Movement moving it helps to
Synovial joint returning the direction of
Inversion and ball and the posterior
Joints that allow only small motions
Synovial joint moving the ankle joint

Movement moving it on either toward either
Side rotation can occur within
Types of body region being moved backward
Depression and palms facing supinated
Generally paired with or throwing a joint
Formed by the summation of
Paired with your knees each intervertebral
Disc as inversion than eversion of
With upward movements take place within
The ball and reposition brings the
Being pulled posteriorly and saddle joints
Rotation is rotation the movement that
Opposite of synovial joint lifting the
Angle and involve rotation supination is
Other regions of a body movement such as a
Greater tubercle of
Body similarly plane of synovial joints
Circumduction in relation to upper limbs
Movements at a load such as inversion than
Eversion motion with
Always described in other regions of
Movement at either Biaxial these two

Described in a circle it involved the—

N OTE S
After learning of the theme—MOVEMENT—I was interested in
learning about what it takes in our bodies to actually make a movement occur. What I quickly learned through an overwhelming
amount of dense and abstract scientific language, that is a miracle
our bodies move at all. This is the meditation on that, that follows.
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On Being Mov ed: Consider ations
Assonance of Oh and Ah

on

This commentary is a hands-on reflection of a few basic ideas
I’ve been working through regarding pedagogy, poetics and performance. I’d like to use this opportunity to outline a small aspect
of why and how we are moved. When we say a poem “moves” us,
I wonder what do we mean? And where does it move us?
In some ways it’s not possible to articulate, because what we’re
moved by in art is so subjective, but often we can identify a metaphorical location of what, in fact is moved in us.
If we do an exercise to identify where a poem moves us, we can
often identify specific locations within us, even before a specific
poem occurs to us. This doesn’t just happen with poetry either.
A great piece of music, visual art, graduation speech, someone
saying they love us, we’re often feeling that movement in the
same place. (Sometimes it’s also where we are hurt in our feelings, when we are moved the other way.)
My small thought experiment here considers, outlines, an aspect of feelings I’m considering and how that aspect might be
centered in physical, internal space. I had a lovely opportunity
to “test drive” these ideas, and others, as Distinguished Visiting
Professor of Poetry at the Iowa Writers Workshop in the Spring,
2020 semester. I’m indebted to my graduate students of fiction
and poetry in that seminar for our spirited conversation and exploration of these concepts.
It’s surprisingly easy to locate feeling moved, something so intimate. We feel it within our chests and specifically “in our hearts.”
This is the primary metaphorical, felt, place we connect “being
moved” to (hence why it looms large in our imaginations this
way) but not necessarily the sole location where we feel ephemeral movement. Depending what the motivator is, we can feel

this in a few places in the body. What fascinates me about this
ability to locate feeling is that it is one of the things that can be
seen as true in the aggregate of community, beyond individuality.
Within a specific cultural context, this agreement on the metaphysical location of feeling can be irrespective of time, location or body type, and possibly cognitive spectrum. Perception
of ephemeral, metaphorical, yet tangible, movement, of being
touched, of something being emotionally felt, is sensed even if
the motivators for these feelings are radically different across
these mitigating factors of individuals.
Poetry often moves us in these deeply felt, embodied ways. Its
what we think of as poetry achieving at its height including its
most romantic, through beautiful words. The specific place(s)
where we feel it can also be triggered concretely through prosody. I’d like to reconsider a few ways in which poetic technique
relates to the ephemeral feeling that many poetry readers associate with the intangible within themselves. I think this is
a valuable exploration for a few reasons: 1. people tend to feel
that conscious attention to craft removes the sincerity of poetic intention whereas I’d argue that it underscores the drive to
write poetry that is meaningful. 2. emphasis on the specificity
of poetic technique and how it works to move the reader/listener goes beyond some of the corny divides between “classical”,
“modern”, “innovative” and “avant-garde” poetry. The source, the
crux (heart) of poetry is the same however it is applied. While it’s
true that different people are moved by different types of poetry
the sources of those feelings of being moved might be the same.
Prosody moves us. These are general thoughts and the refinement of these techniques in the context of the poetic writing/
utterance is the expansive point of view. These are root ideas
that preceded the essential editing, economy, imagery and word

play that construct the poem in total as well as a poetry cycle or
compendium.
This note is the first in a series of considerations I’m working
on re: prosody and its relationship to felt impact of poems. I’m
beginning with assonance because in my mind, my feeling, it’s
the first thing. Vowel sounds and their openness, and the implicit repetition, performance of them as restored behaviors is
foundational.1
If we consider the sense of feeling in the body, in the chest, and/
or connected to the heart, we feel it as an expansive vibration,
our attention drawn to what is resonating within a cavity. The inhaled gasp, an aspect of the physical response to feeling moved,
is expanded breath, ribcage and chest. The commonality we all
share as living entities2 has to do with the repeated understanding of air that is taken in and then let out, that resonates in the
center of ourselves. Vowels, as the restored behavior of open
sounds, are the first among equal primordial blocks of poetic
movement. Further, the circa3 long “O”, vowel, may be the first
1 restored behavior: physical, verbal, or virtual actions that are
not-for-the-first time; that are prepared or rehearsed. A person
may not be aware that she is performing a strip of restored behavior. Also referred to as twice-behaved behavior. — from “Performance Studies: An Introduction”, p. 42, by Richard Schechner, Third Edition, Routledge, 2002
2 This expanded repetition of openness is even beyond human
beingness, and even beyond our animal kingdom.
3 I’m using approximation here because, as open sounds, they
blend, merge and slide toward other sounds, from variations of

among equals of vowel sounds and is often the first sound of exclaiming, exhalation of the ecstatic state. The circa short “A” or
“ah” sound may be the first among equals of the vowel sounds of
the “taking in”, of the ecstatic state.
Here, I’m speculating a bit just on these two sounds, well-known
primary sounds culturally and individually that I’ve had the opportunity to observe in live and recorded performance. The “O”
sound is in religious speakig that I’ve found across several cultures and has been well-documented in written texts. I’ve observed and felt examples of this sound/tone in liturgical utterances of various Buddhist, West African, Abrahamic, Indigenous
American, Polynesian and Indigenous Australian denominations.
To me, these moving sounds don’t have to be religiously based
but I’ve found it instructive to consider the context of liturgy
because this class of utterances and those who evoke them have
refined techniques to move people. One could say it’s their speciality. They often formulate and refine the basis of the even
more heightened ecstatic state through embodied practice in
their specific communities. Regarding the short “a”, I’m reminded of the phrase in haiku, the “aha” moment. Going beyond the
construct of “eureka”, although that is important as a way of considering a trigger or apex of an ecstatic state, I’m interested in
the term itself and how, there seems to be a contrasting element
in the two syllables. The word “aha” almost feels like an inhalation and exhalation and could be articulated that way. Generally, however, we hear it as an unaccented and accented foot, an
iamb. The voiceless fricative “h” punctuates the assonance and
emphasis of the second “a” in the word. This stronger “a” is a
the core sound to/toward similar vowels. I’ll also add that the
application of these vowels are not limited to my examination of
these uses here.

more defined exhalation, the punctuated pushed-out breath. I’m
considering this word as the body/mind listening, taking in, contemplating, reflecting in the first syllable and the body asserting
out, declaring, joining in the second syllable, The “aha” moment
feels, to me, to be a culmination of the two elements that collaborate as prerequisites for a deliberate state of reverie, through
language.4
The assonance/repetition of these vowel sounds through individual words as well as their collection in poetic use prompt what
I feel I know already through the autonomic nervous system.
Prompting the body’s natural response of exhaling (and preparing to through inhaling) I’m more aware of the cavity that moves
surrounding the core organ that beats, that moves, that one feels
when we move and are moved. Because we often associate the
heart with punctuation/the beat, it may be what we sense what
moves and is connected to the autonomic system that permits
inspiration and respiration. The punctuation, however, what
closes or gives structure, sonically, I would associate more with
the consonance and voiced stops. So if it’s not the heart that is
primarily how one feel vowels through, what might the core be
that we feel when we say something is moving to us, instead?
Well it could be reverberating something that feels physically
and metaphorically near the heart, the heart area: the celiac/solar plexus: “...the Solar Plexus is the seat of the emotional nature
of [humankind]. In short, that the popularly held to be played by
‘the heart,’ [sic] is in reality performed by the Solar Plexus...the
great center of the Sympathetic Nervous System.”5
4 This is in distinction to a state one is not deliberately “caught
up in” as well as states of reverie that are not induced by language/
utterance stimuli (other art forms, induced substances, etc.).

5 “The Solar Plexus (or Abdominal Brain)” by Theron Q. Dumont

The interconnection between states of feeling and the body are
underscored by the psychologist and medical doctor William
James who goes even further: “We feel sorry because we cry, angry because we strike, afraid because we tremble, and not that
we cry, strike or tremble because we are sorry, angry or fearful.”
“Objects do excite bodily changes by a preorganized mechanism.
These changes are so indefinitely numerous and subtle that
the entire organism may be called a sounding board for changes
in emotional consciousness. Every one of these changes is felt
acutely or obscurely, the moment it occurs” (emphasis mine).6
So if, in part, I’m trying to discover what we feel in the body
that “is moved” when someone says they find something “moving,” if it feels physical and feels locatable in the body, then sonic
aspects of words are not only concrete because of the meaning
we associate with them (culturally-specific and vocabulaic). They
are concrete because they resonate with the body in ways we
can associate with specific places that are related to autonomic and sympathetic systems. The “oh” and “ah” sounds could
be representations of the enlightened/heightened/ecstatic/aha
moment(s) that jumpstart these physical responses and are also
triggered by them. In other words, that the total speech environment makes the aha moment that then compels us to utter “O”
(William Walter Atkinson), p. 42, Cosimo Classics, 2010
6 ibid, p. 19. It’s also worth noting that William James also inves-

tigated mysticism and likely had some knowledge of the cultural
significance of ecstatic states. Dumont goes on to say that “object” here means the total situation. Or, as speech act theorists
might say, the total speech environment. Here I am including
the body and it’s interaction with the ecstatic state as the total
embodied, and uttered environment.

and/or “a” sounds in particular.
If James’ radical perspective on the emotions and the body feel
even partly true, and if these types of qualities have been refined
by those who cultivate these sounds for diverse religious beliefs,
it could also mean that these sounds and their effect, and affect,
exist on their own power too. This is what I’m thinking through
and working with in poetic practice.
If these notions hold together, and I realize that there are a lot
of “ifs” here, it could also mean that the significance of feeling,
of being moved in poetry and poetic technique (in other genres
besides poetry per se) are connected to primordial relationships
to the body and the primordial need to utter poetically in ways
that are not based on a particular religiosity or vocabulary but
on the body’s heightened individual and collective understanding
of how the body exists, what it does, what it means and what
sounds, phonemes, words and creative utterances do.7
Finally, it could indicate that this way that the body works and
connects to one phonemic aspect of words, might be shared by
each one of us, and all of us in a group context. We are all moved,
are moved by. We are all moving.

7 This would expand J.L. Austin’s concept of “locution” as a pre-

requisite for a speech act: words that have meaning. Interestingly, Austin’s seminal book on speech acts, “How To Do Things
with Words,” was based on the William James Lectures he gave
at Harvard in 1954-1955.
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N o t e s O n We av i n g

An object is not an object. It is the witness to a relationship.
Cecilia Vicuña, “Introduction”

A weaver bends over herself to touch the loom
strummed chord cut from crop
bent bough, crept growth,
felt thread pulled from ground
shadow, heavy rooted, water, soil
spun what was and what would be
material record, where voice fell,
remnant spoke, where body labors,
knot
under her hands, innumerable hands
lift underside of a word, a world,
creased and folded,
a word, would be cloth,
her hands, innumerable hands,
felt what had been, each
movement preceding her
comes unraveling.

Thread we follow
weft and warp crossing
is relation, is threaded
names, hours, fields,
insistent record,
called us underneath—

Site of work, daily,
fabric’s under, soil’s under,
the worker
on this side
tilling or threading,
shuttle between
body, time, culture,
to question the making of these contingent sites

to name the present, its presences
the here of a body, announced
as non-sight, non-said
song’s
tremble
touched
time
past’s present’s undertone
carried through
as if warp
looming.

The background continues
beneath the figure
even though it is covered by it
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception

Time’s woven she, they, we
held together here as well as there
witness of each, each
told depths, told broken,
told the dead the living,
razed land, bent sun,
bird bends wing,
landing, shores,
wind, drift, shadows, they,
usurped, daily, surplus,
capital’s imagination, white
innovation, made field
a ghost, an acre, ache
behind the loom, hands work,
cross winds, breath grates,
in grain, in cotton, in wool,
broken letter, scattered
is sung.

A fact felt in form
transmitted
moment’s physicality
or is it movement’s
casting of thread,
a syllable spun,
particle moves
across a distance,
an instant,
a voice is thrown,
anticipating
a receiver
to speak, to cross into
non-word, vehicle for word,
thread goes
verso to recto,
tracing an arrival.

The commodity, site of relation
effaces its own relation: labor
its remainder, the body behind
the fabric, each transaction
a subject lost in its tissues
[w]orn to a thread…the fabric
does not let this fact show through.
Karl Marx, Capital
how to record, re cord
relation’s strings
orient time body labor
to let even these facts show through.

An approximation can only approximate
each transformation of labor into knot
the measurable, the regulatable
something goes between the stitches:
I was brought to another measure
the felt thing, speaking from the other side
the factual, the theoretical, the fictional,
poetry gathers the incommensurables.

I wanted to look into that hole called “now”
and find a hand reaching through
on the other side
hand, turning innumerable hands.

Notes
Engels, Friedrich, and Karl Marx. The Marx-Engels Reader,
edited by Robert Tucker, 2nd ed., W.W. Norton &
Company, 1978, pp. 294-438.
Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Phenomenology of Perception. 1974.
Translated by Donald A. Landes, Routledge, 2014.
Vicuña, Cecilia. “Introduction.” Cecilia Vicuña, http://www
ceciliavicuna.com/introduction.
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Vi b r at ion a l D i a ry: Day 0 0 At h l e t ic
C rys ta l l o gr a ph y

Quest for consciousness exists as none other than ignited inner
thirst, being a subsequent leper I remain ignited as one awakened to simultaneity as quest. For instance, blankness as co-equal
to blankness siring its mysterious seismicity. Thus I exist as a
circuitous interlocutor with the unknown. The latter being tautological exercise within the blinded craft of being. A meta-scale
above skills provided by one who seemingly exists as a quintessential leper, a leper skilled in sadness having risen no higher than
carnivorous anonymity. Yet the irony of this state opens one’s
neurology to the refinement from the galaxy. This refinement
auto-develops itself as cosmic fertility that co-relates to one’s
interior compass without the experience of feigned remorse or
sorrow. Such experience allows revival from nothingness as impalpable colloquy sans argumentative soliloquy that dazzles via
an inarticulate motive.
Instead one mingles with greenish gusts from the galaxy no longer co-equal with myopia as they signal a shift of invisible ratios
that remain co-equal to themselves anterior to the emptiness
that they carry. My body in this state carries a curious circuitry
of value not as insatiable substitution of itself as a mirror that
reflects gainless rays, again my body in this state alive as dark
alchemical ochre being a symbol sans the plane of strategy, sans
defining empirical current. Thus my experience evolves as motionless seismic listening to itself as oceanic portion. The latter
state being none other than blazing circuitous yield alive via bottomless acrobatics. Not experience as a superimposed archive,
or a kinematic sketch rendered according to the dictates of an
arrogant and inevitable uselessness. As if one could superimpose
scale according to cognizant enumeration, as if the body could
accrue itself via ciphers, via salted infernos. It is then and only
then that I can experience myself as living fatigue with higher
nutrients strangely occulted. This being the state where the an-

swerless perpetually condones its own making. This being the
void of self-identity that allows me to stutter and mis-identify
myself via the archives of a critically mismanaged psychic state.
Saying this I do not belittle historic generation but it’s less than
generous oscillation.
History remains a hive for me condensed via the violence of its
savage culinary appetite as if it were a bodiless gourmand freely
sampling flesh from burning figs combined with figments from
barbarous gryphons. One thinks of civilized options such as promulgated tariffs or hunger provoked as strategy sown by rivals
armies.
As I begin to absorb the miracle that remains the uncountable
common pressure tends to dis-articulate itself and re-evapourate
its motion so that the animal that I am ceases to reply, ceases
to re-evaluate its tremor as to what is counted via one decimal
or another as if I attempted to weigh or regulate rays from the
Moon. In this sense the physical eye is only a fragment that manipulates its power through chicanery. It allows mirage to cast
itself within confines that transfix. Never a borderless viewing
or a diary on enablement that resembles itself through the confines of a circumscribed angst. Never sight as rivalrous particulars igniting the scale of a surface but of its energy as primordial
emanation. Ironically particulars are enlivened and elevated to
a state of lenticular perfection. This being sight as pure particular emerald capable of entry onto planes of incandescent archery. A mesmerizing wave sans archaeological fixation as if it
hovered above the presence of an eruptive asteroid impact never
impacted according to clerical weight its attendant mirage. This
being measurement convened via the tenets of nothingness. And
so these tenets convene via drought and the circumstance that
is nothingness and emerge as equations via mesmerizing roun-

delays of utterance as if my mind summoned electricity out of
darkness. Perhaps a grammar sired by astral cuneiform alive as
bodiless conundrum. The latter seems to waken primal carelessness that ignites as maturity this being when the ocular takes on
the strength of glistening in phrases that procure themselves as
precocious kindling. Of course this creates another possibility of
measurement, an invisibility emptied of mechanical observation
having risen to illumined intensity that gathers power anterior
to reason. As if one’s solar form were dazed and eclipsed according to higher perplexity. A combustive perplexity capable of alchemical ascent endemic with spirals as if the body convened as
magnetic convocation of brilliance. I call this language fuels and
spells from the cosmos.
By feeling the cosmos as such a magnetic purity transpires and
translated in Español to word luz, light. Not a vile or eclectic
mirror but a summoning through impalpable prisms prior to
continental terrain and it’s agglutinations prior to human aggregation. Not simply somatic intermingling with currents arising
from mystical blue but vibrational arrangement empowered by
spontaneity.
Thus phenomena exists as a subsequent virtue, as an endless
maze of torrents that listen to themselves anterior to themselves.
Nothing applies not even an anagram from volcanic appellations.
Knowing present human character to have been dazed and completely reduced to an isolate perceptual fragment as if one were
given the opportunity to gaze at elliptical scrolls as dazed fragments knowing the human continuum to have been reduced to
human property as surge. As if to worship human essence as its
own auto-nautical saviour as curious leap beyond leap beyond its
own psychic garret.

This being a state evolved beyond present vehicular insufficiency ignited by protracted cellular expansion, blazing as alchemy
through the human system as essential seismicity where inner
balance evolves and ignites beyond its own capacity. Then the
body begins to weave itself via the grammar of vertigo thus this
seeming ruin never signals demise but empowers open structure
sans names and dates and systems of weather. The body within
this cryptography seems never brokered by habit or memorials shifted within the poltergeist of their own infirmities never
sculpted towards the dimensions of a Greek or diminished sun.
Therefore it will remain incapable of negation of vastitude, of
carnal informational seclusion, narrowed and perpetually diminished according to what I understand to be athletic crystallography that bends and blazes being in this regard something akin
to molten. Yet a process of variability that is strenuous, characterologically demanding, in short, alchemical. The body as we
know is understood to be transitional in character, the personality as such possesses a transient capability. This transient being
intertwined at present by momentary lucre, by compromise, by
instances of degradation. What seems to be called for is a counter-rotational grammar igniting thirst for motion in perpendicular in the realms of higher cellular bucolic. In this context I
am not encouraging horizontal motion lateral acorn deltas. Or
perhaps travel by raft across a greenish mountain sea diabolically
jettisoned to ruined contiguous climate.
I am not implying at this level an abstract mammalian gardening
arrayed with viper fish surrounded by carnivorous chaparral. I
am not here to pointless describe a haunted or alien contrast
so as to describe an anomalous mammalian diction. Of the diction I describe supersedes a circumvented hamlet teeming with
replicated asters. Instead I am concerned here with primordial
electrification, with squalls of perpetual rhythmic quality.

The latter being language self-removed from its prior mammalian housing as generated externality. And it is this externality that
continues to provoke tumultuous lingual ailment. Its as if energy
has been provoked according to language as sterilized sub-component being diary as inorganic trance replete with phonetic
claustrophobia. A verbalics sans dynamic gestural abundance.
This being rational sonics enacting itself as a sub-thermal leather
never awakened by crimson harvest or primordial electrification.
A proto-narrative that flashes prior to itself not to enact itself
as replica but as evolved verbal dynamics. An evolved verbalics
transpires internally debates itself so that it evolves and emits
from itself as something staggered, as something spectral and
spontaneous, as an inferno of mist. What emerges is a dazzling
counter-clockwise gryphon consumed by powers from pre-existence. This tends to waken a harmonizing grammar that ranges
from figments as bizarre as the Gulf between fragments from
molecules and Sun Fish. They exist as fleeting parallels of neurology analogous to differing levels of lingual combination. Say
the differing plane between articles and commas to a word that
enunciates itself via semi-complication. I am thinking of the
word precipitation that beautifully amplifies the absolute miracle of itself.
Of course I am not enabling utterance as neural alibi, of enabling
a spectacular lingual physics, unjustly wrought in order to make
myself heard. No, this remains an exercise that translates the imperceptible from the chaos that seems to present itself as static. In this sense I am able to mine a spectacular lingual blazing
giving me day after singular day experience as bottomless heir
striding across a mellifluous Bedouin’s carpet. Never language
according to negation but sans its component as arithmetical
complication. I am thinking in this regard of merging with powers that overflow the zodiac. This being language as unconven-

tional conundrum overcoming extrinsic rebuttal transmuting its
non-reception as well as the addenda that accompanies the blank
empirical gaze.
Aural wonders then rise and take on fever from their own canonical figments as they refocused the field and re-arisen out of
darkness. This being an ageless ascent up a carnivorous heap of
spells. Therefore one’s diary ceases to reflect its scale from the
carnivorous fact of quotidian haunting. Therefore the spell, the
spell of spells listens to itself via gyrational independence.
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TO BEGET CHANGE : the species in density of the threshold :
if the sum of my parts, if elastic withdrawal,
if lunar consistency, if relevant gash; were not mine not yours
— a tongue, a throat, a body
if touch, to miss, if contact,
if, on your, if neck; were not mine not yours
— a tongue, a throat, a body
if the animal-ment of us, we are — is meant,
we’re here — to be
as my heart explodes, zen master tells me
to be, with tree
as my telling, ages the free, zen master
starts a class
as quantum, and erasure, digging
into the pointing of the fullness
roosting of the fullness
wrecked in company of the fullness
galavorsed by stitch of fullness
then’d by the once of full
of ullness
required of ullness
reality of ullness
licked of tapestry; when do I stop
		
repeating the selves I am, to find the ones
		
I’ll be; not mine not yours
		
no man, I know of —
		
no light, no color, I am

		
my skin’s instant color
		
encounters a species intervention
		
— how white do you feel now —
		
says the hybrid at the march
		
says the finish line; not mine
		
lack of lightness, of not-ness
		given privilege
		
to mount privilege, over blood
		
— no corpse, no hustle —
all color is full void — not lack of,
but all — there is no density in the fullness of being
		
no easy out, to the escape — of lack, of the full void —
		
there is no depth to a sheen, bouncing years off oppression
— melanin obsession; not mine
as the cosmos unveils
from my skin — zen master says
“master say”
		super super — messy messy
		
supre’macy — supre, to see
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

galactic accapellic enclosures
thievery for a stolen eclipse
solstice for the cultured Hedon Apologist —
idolistic cantations
reassemble our angelic intelligence
— we, do we, to get somewhere —
— haven’t you, ever got, some here,
and wondered,
where —

allow us to dazzle ourselves in culture
knife the’effervescent witchery
grassed in ullness — pointed ullness
what if — we, were raised to cultivate fullness
what if — patina relent, telepathic obsidian — we
were born intact — everything, here
would have nowhere to go
what if someone had told us, of consciousness liberators — we
would arrive fully formed
what if all the chaos had evened out over a schism
— we would never fall
and what a short journey that would be
— what is the threshold, for the ravine
— what is distraction, to the obstacle, the hand
untouched — my longing, for caress
— what is the purge, for dynamic size — the one we are; not mine
— what is, to be with earth, for the flower
— what is, the morning’s ritual, for the raven
— what is failure, for the acrobat
— what did you receive — at the center
of nowhere — in the middle of everywhere
Worldmatter Poet, Unvironment Sawdust
— to form mouthal relationships with your somatic daydream
invent new ways of being yourself
— what curves, on the way to touch
even under all this clothing, between teeth
and tongue, is all touch
— what distance, for the untellable here,
there is no place that sees you, born intact —

what grieves us, for the simplest form — a tongue, a throat, a body
— what longs to merge, for the flower’s existence
is chaos, chaos is a flower
to the misspelling of the untellable
— it is the broken that rise, unspeakably
praised by everything, to be heard
in chaos, under all this earth
			
to have lived the energy of earth and accept
			
its power, to be heard
to be partner to chaos, and not worry of seduction
to have given in to want, in suspending absolution of the present
			
full of life, of ullness
		
now — if, now — sum
now — mine; remove letters
as consonants, speak on-sonant — speak
		
fully removed, each breath,
		
syllable lack — now
evaporator of existence
now, many — now little
		
now to the late millennial something
		
as a forever
		
		
		
		

emerging mirror — to exact breath
on a mirror, I’m here for you
irreducible, untellable
myself

if the world we were avoiding, was, at the final reckoning, given to us, as
one, born with full toxic awakening, would we, ignite our full sensorial
rebirth, into that pain, to accept, finally, the world we’ve made, as the one
we partner with

might patterns — pulse:re:pulseings — our pattern, so as to enter,
knowingly, grand spaces, from inside the mouth, the air, falling, so
as to meet, with fullness, the toes we partner with
when we say something, we are dressed with knowing, each syllable,
is a world onto itself
zen master tells me
		
— what did you receive from the universe
when you saved a spider, in the middle of (blank]
		
insert your city here, your knowing here
your pattern —
		

what are the patterns to enter,
reduced — from knowing
			
difference creates desire
		
man — is different — than me
I am none, that I know of —
		
a garment disillusioned by congregation
— poem-muscle work your body muscle —
I am a social afterthought
		
with a tongue, a throat, a body
abyss, altered, desecration — human become, of being
		
poet, I am, under -pre
			
human, among other names
I am none that I know of, still — I find
		
the open wound to work from
— fracture feeds my write —
in patterns of irreducible fright engaged with breathing

			
there is breathing all around me
I can’t escape from breathing
		
I can’t escape from hearing about breathing
all around me, I hear whether people can or can’t breathe
		
the oceanic surrender of our mutual drowning
a surface glimmer I gargle with
what plagues the beginning of an envisioning
is a lack of vocabulary — to invent imagination
		
requires, nothing
		
— there is no environment
		
we, are environment
the world continues the world — what changes
is nothing — we, are the ones to change
		
what plagues, the beginning of change
is the target, not the message
			
— blessed relent born patina —
			
if the sum of my parts — were mine not yours
note corpuscle tree, note being

TO BEGET THE LISTENING PARADE : what is it to move during
these times :
— turn once turn twice
		
to move through move —
I am staying away — from the thing I don’t understand
against my learned nature
I am turning away — from the thing I know most
taken — from the thing that might
fear me, arid dispelled damnation
I am most away — from the thing I am least
wordplay at full intention
to move as a human — moving through movement
to move as a hu
man — moving through movement
to human as move
ment — to human a move
to human as movement — to human a move
— is there a responsibility here —
what was it about losing distance, that gave us
more time, to see what we were — without us
getting in the way
what is it about interruption, that negates closure
or is interruption isolation — disguised
as perception — the fear you see, the one you consume
a neural reality, that knows to arrive
before we do — and now, the measure of something familiar
inserted here, in this writing, to give us — both, me the writer

and you the reader, something to count on
to hold onto, during times of upheaval
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

— let me mention something of life, here,
of the times of our movable uncertainties
— how reflection is a force
aware of its blinding ability for shift
— how to frame questions of seeing
to cope with the unseeable, the rendered inertia
— at our fingertips, of positivity recharged
what are the heightened states of reality
— that we push past reality
what are the morphed abilities of access
— during times of unstoppable change

			
orifice orphic
		
I came to you, when I was at my readiest
			oracle emblem
		
I listened, as you split your skin
		
the world has grown quieter — fewer seismic
travelers, fewer machines — you can hear earth
			
moving, when you don’t respond
			
— if I stay away, I won’t get hurt —
		
isolation knows before we do
when it’s time to leave
			
— first to know, first to go —
			
I was just now, getting used to my breathing
before the first sound of bird
				
there, in the wind, in the tree
		
in the passing car, far away
			
but not so far, that I lose sight
of its hold, of its desire, to see if I’m there

		
loudest aeration, of feather
totem for sacrum, was I good enough
			
to find your heart, to cut your words
		
to pour, directly penumbra’d, the obsidian refuge		
what is it about the surface
approaching the center — how we don’t want to know what you’re thinking
but we ask how are you anyway — and now, something about
responsibility, approaching the edge with noise — the usual hum
of public life, less rumbling on the surface
the antagonistic virtues of vibration — distant walking, tea leaf breaking
the ramped-up volume of silence
of softness, the understanding of a soft world
		
brought to surface, acoustic bird
		
sings free, the squeak of actually hearing, the beak
		
against, the sun, the quietest entry
		
that creatures have ever had
		
is coming, nature — taking a breath
— in isolation — every sensation — gets elevation —
and now, something about division — as sadness parades noise
for the twitterati
if everyone knows I am watching, if everyone hears me today
will everyone be there tomorrow, did everyone leave me today
this morning I walked in my shadow, last night I surrendered my scream
tomorrow I water my hollow, I’m telling you things you don’t need
— in isolation — I found a nation — in hibernation — I found creation
if gratitude is a contagion, a sign of the catchable rise

a question of human erosion, a quiver inside a demise
to see the eclipsed intervention, what humans the human we see
to enter the size we embody, to follow the follow we feed
if bodies are made of existence, we’re doing the best that we can
if language is made of resistance, to offer a hand for a hand
to learn what we can from our body, to honor the teachable plan
to enter the question of body, to answer the best that we can
		visit me
in my equanimity chamber
		
where my bid
approaches yours
what is it about shutting down the language
of a speed portrayed by depth — to move, as a structure
defining mobility — to heed the call, of a shared reality
nature socialized, by definition —
				I was never that far from reality
				
I was only inside my seeing
— defining a mobility
that insists on structure, as a place for reality —
if there was a moment to talk about flattening, it was when it left us,
staring at a blank page, compression visits those readiest to evolve,
and will stress distances past due

we hold the unaccountable bodies we can’t see, as continuations of enigma,
fused gargantuans, beyond screens we can only imagine, by the realms we
attract
as we enter the edges ahead, we listen with eyes not ears, whole bodies, left
dormant, upright, on sit bones, we attract the realms we need, by making
space for them in need
		
so that need attracts
and place allows
		
the part of us, that is — the lived hearing,
will question what is lived
did we never hear, with every part — or is it just that,
people-staring
while-staring-back — calls out, what part of us
is immobile
what part reads, while it moves — what part of us
		
is engaged with our own impossibility —
when we sit, to watch, with ears
		
the word I am — is the word I read
			
I can’t read the human — if I can’t be the human
evolution forces — new abilities, for movement
we develop new organs to function
		
we are impossible question marks, curved
by human vocabulary, what face is yours
— cured by vocabulary — new limbs, in movement
			
bird, I see you
				
but you saw me first
			
did we catch away
				
or look away, at the same time

WHAT HAVEN’T WE SAID : a choreopoem of eight dance
gestures with room for breathing : (note: every dancer recites
while moving in cycle or simultaneously)
------------------------------------------------------------------------not sure
to respond
to
ever		
as I have been about
			it
sometimes
and when
about
something
thinks I
communic
ting with

that

-------------------------------------------------------------------------the thing about
ing
and
suddenly
been I

silent
but/and/how
sound/thought/finger

feets/more/say

more/ing/more

----------------------------------------------------------------------I like this three, this so, we are
with you, (pointing you) four
and how
might wevvrrrrd spkn chhi
make to all my
up there (pointing there)
be we movers?
also?
but?		
hi
		
fi
		props
to...tutu...hmmm
----------------------------------------------------------------------and last

it is early

thought

that I shift to
just you, you requested
we all, well some
are, between
two others, unyou
unypoo we peak
from
like
you know like belief in this really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really vreally really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really really really really
really really really really really really really ...
... really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really really
really volatile world
--------------------------------------------------------------------external surf something under the tone
of a seemingly eternal initiated change (violent world) gives
change chan ce
big up

walking streets

where you catch what
didn’t expect
not from here. am I. we share. be she. me live.
is there behind behind sometime
like rhyme reason follow
--------------------------------------------------------------------say it say it say it smooth
ooooh ahhhhh I didn’t cry
late late important groove
ooooh ahhhhh since I was child
wait wait I’m gonna move
ooooh ahhhhh I didn’t cry
say it say it say I do
ooooh ahhhhh since i was child
ooooh ahhhhh I’m gonna cry
today I move to what makes me cry
ooooh ahhhhh I’m gonna cry
tomorrow my water wanna take me high
--------------------------------------------------------------------the first time I ran away from home
three years old, sleepwalking

like a grapefruit, broiled to a crisp, all the rage
of a fiery wind across eyeballs scraping sand
trying to alter an outcome, instead of trying
to reverse what alters
mind, cause, human, wrong,
interrupt, chain
three nights in the rain
and I have become a city
too treacherous for my liking
out of my element
as you are to me
when there is no room
new things cannot come
--------------------------------------------------------------------cupped spaces, palms, inside ear, between toes, under
tongue, arm pit, back of scrotum, back of knee, crease of
elbow, belly button, under neck, behind ear, inside nose,
crest of hip, under breast, between cheeks, round of
round, mellow choose, of squared, of scent
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Wh at K i n d

of

L ov e

is

Th at

WHAT KIND OF LOVE IS THAT
after A lice Notley
today the news
teaches me new ways
to feel
and I thought
I should have
thought
to ask you
is what I think
that night I dreamt
and in the dream I left
was leaving
a room
for the last time
but I will make you soft
again
I have made myself soft
new again
for you

today the news
and the world I ignore it
or I try to
maybe
I did what
of course
I had to
we went to similar things
and now in the night
we meet like this
but we’ve got
to stop
(my love)

today the news
but I don’t listen
so tired
what kind of love
is a free country?
or if I kept feeding you
you could make more
of yourself
could you?
what kind of love
is that?
that with time
he finds me again
and in
someone else!
but I
oh I
am full
of joy

today the news
doesn’t scare me
does it?
anymore
nothing will
whatever animal
I thought I fed
into the night
is over now
over there
I have seen the price
of hunger and look
what he’s done
what he did
to me
but your hurt
I thought I knew it
from somewhere
it looked
so much
like mine
whatever song is at
the back of your throat
I hope it one day
sings to me
oh sing
to me

today the news
are you feeling it
yet? do you feel
anything?
I am still with you
in that part of the night
but you
you
are not
what is taking so long?
what is it you want
to say to me?
in the back of the morning
I called out your name
but you said
only said
what was that for?
so I think
could you love me?
have you thought
you could learn to?
oh call out my name
and I will raise this song
to you:
only war is war
(my love) and I
I
know
what I’m doing

today the news
wants to know what
we first called ourselves
and I think
keep thinking
you are only all I feel!
yes! it’s you
who I feel!
your beauty has nothing
to do with me
I don’t wish for it to
why would you
even ask that?
and though I’ve loved
I haven’t been her
since two nudes ago
I had hoped
there would be more
now I just hope
it will be different
soon

today the news
stays
won’t you?
I have been possible
once
and for all
I who can’t fight
feel it
even name it
anymore
that’s how it has to feel
or I have thought so
I have thought
that
out of the light
comes what I think
and what I think
is I
would
love you
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Ace

in the

Hole

In particle physics,
decay
is not
decomposition
but
transference *
antimatter, with the same mass as matter
but an opposite charge, is like
a mirror
image of matter *
what is
reflected in a
mirror only
appears
backward, as if
reversing
left to right,
not top
to bottom * what is reflected
in a mirror is
inverted front to back * what is reflected
is

appears backward since what is
turned
to face
which makes
what faces the

reflected
the mirror,
mirror

a mirror, too * in Zen Buddhism, a koan
is a teaching
exposing
inadequacies
in logical reasoning * in physics, a kaon
is a particle
marked by a
quantum
number
known as
strangeness * the
Majorana fermion is a particle containing
its own antiparticle * since neutral
kaon
particles
carry strangeness,
they cannot
contain
their own
antiparticles *
the
hypothesized
Majorana fermion
has only one
chirality
or handedness,
a superposition of its
right and left states,
making it a particle and
an antiparticle
at the same time * kaons have bounded states
of strange quarks
and up or
down
antiquarks *
a quark is
a particle
that comes
in six types known as
flavors:
up, down, strange,
charm, bottom, top *

Murray Gell-Mann,
who
theorized
the existence
named them
after

first
of quarks,
James Joyce’s

Finnegans Wake,
since
the particles
in a quark,
like the
lines
in
this
poem,
come in
threes:

“—Three
quarks for
Muster Mark!
Sure
he hasn’t
got much
of a bark
And sure any he has it’s all beside the mark.”
George Zweig
also discovered
quarks
but
called them
aces,
the highest
ranked
playing cards
in their suit *
Finnegan,
who fell
to his death
while building a wall,
not the Trumpire’s
wall, wore a suit
to his wake
before
mysteriously disappearing * more matter
than antimatter
exists
even though
there
should be
equal amounts *
matter -antimatter
asymmetry
was observed
through the
discovery
of kaons *
photographs
of antimatter
are
not like
other photographs,
which record
interactions
of photons
with light
caught
by
a mirror *
a

a photograph
of antimatter
is not
photograph
but
an image
of an indirect
trace
of the passage

of antimatter, its
sequence in space and
time,
as it
disappears *
an image
of antimatter is the path
of an invisible,

threedimensional
particle
disappearing * when matter and antimatter
touch,
they
both
annihilate *
it was at CERN
in the
Factory, where the Antiproton
is
used
for

Antimatter
Decelerator
experiments

in antimatter, that I saw
an
image
of antimatter and
its
annihilation,
a measurement
of its
disappearance *
I took a
photograph
of this image,
recording
an interaction
of photons
with light caught
by a mirror *
the image
of antimatter
used light
released
onto a
radioactive
isotope,
making an electron * this image brought
the antimatter
into a scale
of existence
that could be measured * this
image
of
antimatter’s
annihilation is
an image of the measurement’s outcome,
revealing
the shape
of spectral lines
emitted in an
anti-hydrogen
atom,
which change
over time *
the lines of
the starburst in this image
are
the lines
of antimatter writing their own
poems *
the 100 um unit of measurement in this
image
shows its size
in relation to 100
micrometers,
10,000th
of a meter *
this image
of matter,
sentences

records
the
annihilation
like the
immarginable
that
disappear Finnegan

from his
wake * this image
that can
never be
seen with eyes
was not made
or taken but
obtained
by guessing
data points that fall
its range
of data *
immarginable

is

within and beyond
the image
conceals
complexity *

Richard Feynman
once said antimatter
ordinary matter
traveling backward
in time *
what is reflected
in a mirror

only appears
backward
as if reversing
left
to right * what is
reflected
in a mirror
is inverted
front to back *
in poetry,
are
not
inverted

the vowels
in kaon and koan
reversed left to right
but
front
to back *

this
transforms the page
upon which
kaon
and koan
are written from
a two-dimensional
surface to a threedimensional
space
interacting with
time * detecting
the
vowels in
kaon
and
koan that are inverted
front to back
requires
dimensions
of space
with
the one dimension
in the fourth
four dimensions
three or fewer *

the

three
to join
of time

dimension *
in poetry,
can
decay
into
a fifth
dimension,

the fourth
spatial dimension combined
with the one dimension
of time,
makes
the and
in between
kaon and koan

into a
three-way
mirror *
between
kaon and koan,
which is
matter
and
which
is
antimatter? asks
the
teacher
to the
student *
the kaon
is matter
and the koan
antimatter,
the student
says *
not quite,
the teacher says *
a koan
that
exists
in
fifth-dimensional
spacetime,
constructed with
a kaon,
is a mu-koan, a
koan of nothingness
that is not
matter
or
antimatter
but
something else *
what
does that make
the kaon? the teacher
asks
the student *
a mu-kaon?
the student suggests, knowing
a kaon
can
decay into a muon,
that
can be
in the
decay
of new

a particle
produced
particles *

not quite,
the teacher says *
remember,
what is
reflected
in a mirror
only
appears
backward,
as if
reversing left to right *
what is reflected
in a mirror is
inverted
front to back,
since the mirror
exists
in four
dimensions,
combining
the three
spatial
dimensions
with
the one
dimension of time * a fifth
dimension,
the fourth spatial dimension combined
with the
one
dimension
of
time,
turns
the and
in between

if

kaon and koan
into a three-way mirror *
the koan
that
exists
in
fifth-dimensional
spacetime

is a
mu-koan,
a koan of nothingness
that is
not matter
or antimatter
but something
else,
what
does that make
the kaon? the teacher
repeats *
a particle
without
dimension?
the student
guesses *
no,
the
one

the teacher
says * remember,
Majorana fermion
has only
chirality
or handedness,

a
superposition
of a right state
and a left state,
which means it
exists
in its
right state
and left state
at the same
a particle
if the

and

time,
koan

making it
both
an
antiparticle *
that exists

in fifth-dimensional
is a
mu-koan,
a koan of
that is not
matter or

spacetime
nothingness
antimatter

but
something else,
does
that make
the
the teacher
asks
once

what
kaon?
again *

the student
smiles *
it
makes
the universe
that is
composed
of
kaons
and
koans appear limitless,
extending
in all directions
at once
in
immarginable
superposition,
the student says *
the teacher
smiles *

how would
universe
extending

a photograph
of this
that
appears
limitless,
in all
directions at once

in
immarginable
superposition,
be made
or
taken?
the teacher
probes * the student
pauses *
while a photograph
of this universe
that
appears limitless
could not be
made or taken,
the student
says,
an image
an indirect
of a wall

could be
obtained,
trace that is
the measurement
in
spacetime on its

path
toward
disappearing *
Aha!
the teacher smiles *
so,
you
have
read
Finnegans
Wake !
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Brink, Lars. “Gell-Mann’s Multidimensional Genius.” CERN Courier.
July/August 2019, pp. 25-27.
Doser, Michael. “The world unseen: Photography as a probe of particulate materiality.” Philosophy of Photography, Oct 2016, Vol. 7 Issue
1/2, pp. 139-154.
Doser, Michael. Site visits/conversations, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, May 12-13, 2016 and August 13, 2019.
Doser, Michael. “Re: A poem on antimatter, kaons/koans, and Finnegans Wake.” Received Amy Catanzano, May 14, 2020.
Joyce, James. Finnegans Wake. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012
[1939].
Rubin, Philip. Conversations, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, August
5-23, 2019.
“Ace in the Hole” draws from my two site visits in 2016 and 2019 to
the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Switzerland, where I conducted exploratory research in particle physics for
my writing projects. All of the particles discussed in this poem exist,
or are theorized to exist, at the subatomic scale within the atom and
are thus described by quantum mechanics. Thank you to Wake Forest
University for its support of my work in quantum poetics and the
W.C. Archie Endowed Fund for Faculty Excellence grant that funded
my 2016 visit to CERN as well as its funding of my upcoming CERN
visit. Thanks, as well, to Juan José Gómez Cadenas for his sponsorship
of my 2016 visit to CERN and my site visit to the Canfranc Underground Laboratory in Spain, where he and his team are searching for
the Majorana fermion. Thank you to Mark C. Kruse for sponsoring

my 2019 visit to CERN through the ATLAS Experiment’s Outreach
office and Arts at CERN as well as for our ongoing collaboration on
what poetry and physics share.
I took the photograph of the image of antimatter used in this poem
(a detail with alterations made) while Michael Doser gave me a tour
of the Antimatter Factory at CERN. The material in the poem on
how the image of antimatter annihilation works relies on his essay,
“The world unseen: Photography as a probe of particulate materiality,” and our conversations in 2016 and 2019 at CERN. Thank you to
him. After sending him a draft of this poem, one that did not include
a reference to the muon, he saw the mu-koan and mu-kaon in my
poem linking to the muon, into which the kaon occasionally decays,
and suggested that the “mu-kaon,” “kaon-mu,” or “k-muon” could be
the name given to such a muon. Delighted, I add a muon to the poem.
In private tours of the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, I saw massive muon detectors at the CMS and ATLAS Experiments, which are
searching for new particles like the Higgs boson, discovered there in
2012.
Thanks to Phil Rubin, who spoke with me about kaons during my
2019 visit to CERN, which led me to think about koans. This poem is
also indebted to the group of science teachers who discussed physics
and language with me during that same visit, among them Aneel Dewan. My thanks to them.
The word, “immarginable,” in this poem is from James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake (1939), which, 81 years later, still exposes the walls of
narrative convention: “Bygmester Finnegan, of the Stuttering Hand,
freeman’s maurer, lived in the broadest way immarginable....”
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Poems

RETU RN
    성(姓):

           이름:

I move the pen between my fingers ever slightly feeling for the right grip
as though there is a difference as though my fingers ready for another
language the same way my tongue readies for the slightest movements
careful to pronounce th- not z- not ps- not ss- not d- not ㅆ- not ㅅ- not
ㄷ- not ㅌ- and surely (but not certainly) not ç-.
◈e grip is perhaps slightly too tight or too loose as ◈e
fingers (no more mine) are now as foreign as mo◈er’s and
fa◈er’s tongues ◈at begot my tongue and my tongue was
given to me wi◈ a language (a full package) which is not ‘my’
but fa◈er’s and mo◈er’s so only sometimes ‘my’ but still
“native”
and
still
(obviously)
mo◈er’s
and
fa◈er’s
(will it die wi◈ ◈em?)
I begin wi◈ ◈e circle of my name which is from my fa◈er (and his) but
also mine (will it die wi◈ him?) ever so carefully as my fingers remember some◈ing of home (of my mo◈er and fa◈er): not as small as ‘o’ but
smaller ◈an ‘O’ (capital)—some◈ing in-between like I am between
language like some◈ing between native and foreign like between
Korean and English so I draw an ‘ㅇ’ (-ng but not quite, more like 이응)
which sort of looks a little bit like a ‘△’ (triangle) but a little less edgy or
more blunt— blunter—more bluntly (I fail language).

,

As my mo◈er and fa◈er and ◈eir mo◈ers and fa◈ers always say: “well
begun is half done” so my drawing of ◈e name— of my name—which
was so carefully chosen by my mo◈er’s fa◈er, ◈e one who loved me most
is completed:
               성(姓): △ㅓ		
       이름: ㅈ ㅣ ㅇ
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ㅜㅓ
					
              ㄴ
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i their name call for before
they just
one gesture pass not.

		
		
		

i their name call for when
they to me come
flower become.				

		
		
		
		
		

i their name call for like			
my this color and scent fit
someone my name call for.			
to them go I too			
their flower become want.			

		we all						
		
something become want.
							
i to you
		
forgotten not one glance become want.

			

-K I M C H U N S O O
( ≈ 1952)
		
		
		

before i called their name
they were nothing more
than a gesture.

		
		
		

when i called their name
they came to me
and became a flower.

		
		
		
		
		

just as i called their name
fitting my color and scent
someone call my name.
i wish to go to them
and become their flower.

		
we all
		
wish to become something.
you to me
wish to become an unforgettable glance.

before you call my name
i am nothing more than
Korean North Korean South Korean Shit
Korean Korean
Bruce Lee Korean Jackie Chan Korean Korean Kungfu Korean
Korean
Korean
Japan
Korean
Gangnam
Style
Korean
Japanese Korean Korean Korea Nihaoma Korea Korea Korea
Gonichiwa Korona Korona Mulan Korona Chinese Korean Korona
Korona Savage Kimchi Korean Korona Korona Korea Kim Jong Un
Korean Korona Korona China Korea Korona Barbarian
Korean Spy Korona Uncivilized Korean Korean Korean Chinchang
Korona Korona Alien Koreas Korea Foreigner Korean Chink
Korona Korona Korona Dog-eater Korean Korona non-resident
Korona Korona Korean Korea Korona Korona Korona Korona Korona
Korean Asian Korea Korona Korean Korona Korona Korona Korona

APO L O G I E S / EXC U S E S
		
“In a minute there is time
for decisions and revisions which a minute will reverse.”
			
-T.S. Eliot, “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock”
#1
Language has always been the least of my concerns, which, is
perhaps, ironic as someone who has taken literature (n. “written works”) as
more than a hobby.
#2
Corona got me stuck. “Quarantined” (for more than forty days) not only
in my land-lord’s property, but in this forsaken foreign (to me) country as a
foreigner (to it, them?)—they assured me that I may leave the country, but
that, simply put, I won’t be able to return to the U.S.
How ironic and timely is it, that this edition’s theme is ‘movement’?
#3
I revise: they assured me that I can return to “your” country, but that I won’t
be authorized to re-enter theirs.
#4
In reflection, I have decided to take literature as more than a hobby because
it is the least of my concerns.
#5
I just realized that #2 - #5 don’t explain why I have failed to write. The point
is, I have been rather distressed and diss(ertation) stressed.
#6
May snow in Buffalo.

I reflect on my grandmother whose time ticks counter-clockwise. I fear
that her death is nigh (now)— her utter mental death, by her own words:
according to my grandmother, who sometimes is present, modern medical science has advanced enough to save her physical body, but failed to
save her brain, putting her in an eternal state of shame. She said, in retrospect—no, in retrospect. she cannot retrospect—I revise: another possible
failure she suggested later that day, was the choice of God, whom she
reluctantly questioned, to place her in a state of vegetation.
The point is—and this is where language fails (for) me—that I am dismayed that I may not see her before her brain or God decides to dis(re)
member me from her. I reflect and regret on refusing to respond to the
same question she asked me like it was the first time: no grandmother, you
are still beautiful just like on the first day I remember you, just like on all the days
before we’ve met.
#7
I fear that summer will last forever as spring gives in to the full awakening, and I already await for fall to spring or summer to fall. I cannot write
in this s/State.
#8
I picture mother crying, realizing I am reduced to papers and
documents.
I picture mother opening the door to my room at least once a day, saying
“hello” to the void.
I am standing at the entrance to Ewha, watching my mother leave,
		
her small body fading in the crowd.
		
Was is that it was the first time
I asked her to let me watch her leave, watch her back?
I always wondered what face she was making as she walked away.
I still sense my fear that it could be the last time I see her.

		
They say that the rock which forms in your throat when you
		
look at one’s back,
		
that that is love.
I don’t ever want to become a—my—mother.
I revise,
I can’t ever become my mother.
#9
How odd to see my grandmother and mother reduced to foreign letters
and words.
I feel ashamed.
#10
Is writing a luxury? I reflect on all the surpluses of written wor(l)ds turn
to waste.
#11
Poets take ownership of poetry and language and spend hours and days
and months to write the right words for their poetry and I wonder why
they can’t do the same with the words they speak?
What music would it be, if they all spoke in poetry?
#12
My grandmothers and grandfathers died for a language I am not using.
I feel ashamed.
#13
Death: in Korean, when the respectful way to describe someone’s death
is to say that they have returned or gone back.
#14
In a minute there is time for decisions and revisions which in a minute I
will regret.

N OTE S
How odd is it to do something one does not fully understand? After
all the times I wrote “poetry,” I still have no idea what poetry really is. At the same time, spoken and written languages have always
been evasive for me. With the grasp of neither poetry nor language,
I desperately hung onto the theme: movement. I hope that, if all else
failed, some of these letters I typed, sometimes carelessly, most times
carefully, have moved someone.
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Will Alexander is a poet, novelist, essayist, playwright, visual artist, pianist. Approaching 40 books and chapbooks in the
above mentioned genres. He lives in Los Angeles.
As part of Amy Catanzano’s work in quantum poetics and exploring the intersections of poetry, science, and the arts, she has
conducted site visits to CERN in Switzerland, the Cerro Tololo
Inter-American Observatory in Chile, the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in West Virginia, and other scientific research centers. In addition to poems in literary journals such as
Conjunctions and La Vague, essays in poetic theory in publications
such as Jacket2 and Nodes: Entangling Humanities and Science, and
internationally exhibited digital poetry, she is the author of three
books. These include Multiversal, published by Fordham University Press and winner of the PEN USA Literary Award in Poetry,
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the Noemi Press Book Award in Fiction. Her poem, World Lines,
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associate lecturer in creative writing at University of Exeter and
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scholar and dreamer. They are interested in critical and creative
methods to explore the nuances of blackness, queerness, memory, history, identity and trauma. She recently graduated with a
master’s degree from SUNY Buffalo where they studied creative
writing and Black literature and cultures. Currently she is pursuing a doctoral degree from the University of Texas at Austin in
the department of African and African Diaspora Studies. Their
work has previously been published or is forthcoming from Damaged Goods Press.
Tracie Morris has performed, researched and presented work
in over 30 countries and is the author/editor of 7 books. Her
installations and performances have been featured at many renowned national and international museums and galleries including the Dia:Chelsea, The New Museum, The Kitchen Performance Space, The Drawing Center, The Museum of Modern Art,
Albertine, The Victoria and Albert Museum, Centre Pompidou,
The Philadelphia Museum of Art, Lévy Gorvy and The Whitney
Biennial. Her most recent poetry collection is Hard Kore: Poemes/
Per-Form: Poems of Mythos and Place (in English and French joca
seria, 2017/2018). Her creative non-fiction work, Who Do With
Words is in its second, expanded edition from Chax Press. She
has been a fellow of Cave Canem, the CPCW Fellow of Creative
Writing at the University of Pennsylvania as well as the Millay,
Yaddo and MacDowell artist colonies. Tracie holds an MFA in
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poetry from Hunter College, a PhD in Performance Studies
from New York University and has studied acting technique extensively at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London. She
is a certified acting and singing voice teacher. Ms. Morris has
been designated a Master Artist by the Atlantic Center for the
Arts and the 2018 Woodberry Poetry Room Creative Fellow at
Harvard University. She is currently the inaugural Distinguished
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the author of the chapbooks The Body Beside Herself (Slope Editions) and afFect theory (Garden Door Press).
Jiwon Ohm is a Korean citizen. Reading J.R.R. Tolkien’s The
Lord of the Rings in middle school brought her all the way to Buffalo, NY. Who knows how different her life might have been if
she had not picked up the book from the shelf on that one lazy
afternoon?
In Julie Ezelle Patton’s imagination, every good book is a
garden, the page is no more blank than the sky, and emptying it is
joy and pain evident in the rain of B, D, E, F, L, O, P, Z and other
ongoing Abecedarian texts; Notes for Some (Nominally) Awake; and
Writing With Crooked Ink. Thus she soul-journs like an uprooted
plant dividing time and creaturely habits between a sanctuary
project in Harlem, New York; and Let It Bee Ark Hives—an edible forest and “livable museum” dedicated to the art of mother/mentor Virgie Ezelle Patton and painter/friend Theresa Ramey—sequestered in the bio char of the 1968 Glenville Uprising
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that marked Julie and her childhood neighborhood. Julie is the
recipient of a Foundation for Contemporary Art 2015 Grants to
Artists Award, Philip Whalen Memorial Grant, Doan Brook Association’s Watershed Hero Award. Drawing words out of live
sound currents with improvising guitarist Paul Van Curen in
their long-standing duo Cloud Flowers, plus projects with pianist Janice Lowe, drummer Nasheet Waits and other artists; her
poems leap from fire.
Rachelle Toarmino is a writer, editor, and educator from
Niagara Falls, New York. She is the founding editor in chief of
Peach Mag, and is the author of the poetry collection That Ex
(Big Lucks Books, 2020) and the chapbooks Feel Royal (b l u s h,
2019) and Personal & Generic (PressBoardPress, 2016). Her writing
has most recently appeared in Cosmonauts Avenue, McSweeney’s
Internet Tendency, Shabby Doll House, and other places online and
in print, and has been anthologized in The Cosmonauts Avenue Anthology and My Next Heart: New Buffalo Poetry. She lives in Buffalo,
where she works on the staff of Arts Services Initiative and as
a teaching artist at Just Buffalo Literary Center. She will be an
MFA candidate in poetry at UMass Amherst in the fall.
Edwin Torres is the author of 10 poetry collections including,
The Animal’s Perception Of Earth (DoubleCross Press), XoeteoX: the
infinite word object (Wave Books), Ameriscopia (University of Arizona Press), The PoPedology of an Ambient Language (Atelos Books),
and is editor of the inter-genre anthology, The Body In Language:
An Anthology (Counterpath Press 2019). He has performed his
multi-disciplinary bodylingo poetics worldwide. Fellowships include; NYFA, The Foundation for Contemporary Art, and The
DIA Arts Foundation. Anthologies include, Fractured Ecologies,
Who Will Speak For America, American Poets In The 21st Century: Poetics Of Social Engagement, Postmodern American Poetry Vol. 2, Kinder-
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garde: Avant Garde Poems For Children, and Aloud: Voices From The
Nuyorican Poets Café.
Claire Tranchino is a Presidential and McNulty Fellow in the
English department (Poetics Program) at the University at Buffalo, SUNY. Her reviews have been published in Seneca Review
and grama.
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